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Zaha Hadid

Creator of the Vitae collection for Noken

LÁZARO ROSA-VIOLÁN visits Porcelanosa Group’s facilities. USA SPECIAL Four studios show us their work.
CERSAIE Discover the new products by the eight firms. HONG KONG A restaurant with Spanish design.
VALENCIAN SOUL A loft with views of the sea. THE CLARE A luxurious and exclusive building in New York.
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Joining forces towards excellence
Like a jigsaw puzzle of magnificent proportions, the eight
brands of Porcelanosa Group constitute what the company
offers to the world’s architectural and design landscape.
To do this, they have the best assets: talent and determination.
Thus, architects such as Zaha Hadid and Norman Foster,
prestigious American architecture studios, and important interior
designers like Lázaro Rosa-Violán, all offer their creative
vision in this Lifestyle by Porcelanosa issue with which
we begin 2017, a year in which the company takes on
big challenges with a forward-looking attitude and a commitment
to serve its clients. Porcelanosa Group is aware that
globalisation involves transversal currents in various areas of
development and its commitment is thus fuelled by its
experience and leadership in this sector; sustainability, new
energies and materials, and an ability to adapt to an
ever-changing world are therefore of the upmost importance.
Challenges, of course, but also opportunities for the most
iconic and cutting-edge brands on the market.

VENIS®
PORCELANOSA Grupo

customer service line:

(+34) 964 52 52 00
www.porcelanosagrupo.com
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P RO TA G ONISTAS
PROTAGONISTAS

Texts: Bettina Dubcovsky

José Martínez Calvo
Luis Valverde Espejo

Above: Blooming, 2001-2008.
Private collection.
Above these lines: Untitled
(Bassano in Teverina), 1985.
Cy Twombly Foundation.

He who loves art also loves Cy Twombly (Lexington,
USA, 1928 - Rome, 2011). This American, one
of the great painters of the late 20th century –
who successfully fused the legacy of American
abstract expressionism with the roots of
Mediterranean culture – is the protagonist of
an excellent retrospective exhibition at Paris’s
Pompidou Centre. This exhibition enables us to
Q( to know Twombly – a draughtsman, painter,
get
sculptor
and photographer – from his first works dating
sculi::
from
from the ’50s, influenced by primitive art, graffiti and
writing,
writing, to
to his
his last schematic works in which exuberant colour is
the star. The exhibition also includes his very carnal compositions
from the ’60s, and his response to the conceptual and minimalist
art of the ’70s. The show, with works on loan from both public and
private collections worldwide, is a chronological tour that includes
140 paintings, sculptures, drawings and photographs that convey his
peculiar intellectual and sensual vision. A must-visit exhibition.

Portrait: Miguel Ángel Gaüeca.

Cy Twombly in Paris

T

wenty-five years ago, we decided to
open an art gallery in Murcia.
Eight years later, we moved it to
Madrid. We were very young, and – we
really believe this – there were lots of
things we were unaware of. We just loved
contemporary art and thought that a gallery
of our own would be the best way to make
our dream projects come true as we could
not find them anywhere around us. We did
not yet know that we were not just starting
a business or a professional career, but
unavoidably, also taking on a lifestyle.
From the very beginning, we knew that we
had not been wrong by choosing our
destiny, as the gallery not only gave us “our
place in the world”, but also proved to be
a space for freedom.

Foto: María Primo de Rivera.

© Cy Twombly Foundation, courtesy Archives Fondazione Nicola Del Roscio.
© Photo: Studio Silvano, Gaeta.

DIRECTORS OF ESPACIO MÍNIMO

Cy Twombly, at the Pompidou Centre, until 24 April 2017.
FORMAL AND GEOMETRICAL UNIVERSE. A work by Manu
Muniategiandikoetxea Markiegi, at the Espacio Mínimo gallery.

ARGENTINA TAKES OVER MADRID
ARCO 2017 opens its doors to Argentina as guest
of honour. The South American country comes to
the event with a selection of galleries and artists
from all eras, including Alberto Greco, Guillermo
Kuitca, Leandro Erlich and Graciela Sacco.
Focus Argentina thus joins the other sections:
ARCOmadrid, Programa General, Solo Projects
and Opening, and even goes beyond, as it leaves
the Juan Carlos I exhibition centre in Madrid to
have other exhibitions all over the city.

Works by Juan Tessi (left) and sculptor Elba Bairon (right), both from Del Infinito gallery.
2017 ARCOmadrid at IFEMA (Madrid), from 22 to 26 February 2017.

FLOOR: Persian White Pulido 40x80x2 cm · WALL: Persian White Classico 40x80x2 cm, Retro Blanco 10x20 cm· COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS: Vintage S Persian White-Blanco 100x42x85 cm, Espejo Vintage S Blanco 99x52 cm
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P RO TA G ONISTS
PROTAGONISTAS

Texts: Bettina Dubcovsky

Marta de la Rica

The moon at home

INTERIOR DESIGNER

The lights of the “Cosmic” collection by Martha Sturdy illuminate
any space as if the stars had fallen from the sky. The Canadian artist
and designer has created these spherical lamps made of resin and
as round as the moon. Cast, polished and sanded by hand at her
Vancouver workshop using traditional methods, these astral lights
will enhance any room and give a warm atmosphere thanks to their
ethereal glow. Designed in different sizes and colours, the series
allows for different combinations for everyone’s personal taste. In
addition to resin, Sturdy usually makes her sculptural designs using
materials such as cedar, brass and steel, and always seeks a balance
between weight and proportion in all her pieces whether they be
tables, chairs, or other furniture or decorative accessories. The
simple lines of her designs have seduced firms such as Louis Vuitton,
Marc Jacobs, Donna Karan, Saks Fifth Avenue, Bergdorf Goodman,
Neiman Marcus and Four Seasons. www.marthasturdy.com

TRADITION AND
DESIGN. Martha
Sturdy used artisan
methods to create
her “Cosmic” lamp
collection.

M

any years went by until this
dream that my father
had came true. We dreamed
it and, after two years’ work,
every visitor to Gaztelur can now
share our dream.
Gaztelur is a “Maison de maître” whose
construction dates back to 1401, and is
located in the middle of a meadow in the
French Basque village of Arcangues (five
minutes from Biarritz). Inside are many
things: to begin with, there is a florist’s,
but also a gourmet restaurant, and a
display of furniture, objects, paintings,
textiles, tableware, etc. Everything is for
sale but until sold coexists and adorns
the interior of this house.
The house is surrounded by a landscape
of cornfields, deciduous forests – whose
aspect changes throughout the year –
and with the stunning peak of La Rhune
in the Pyrenees in the background.
Visiting Gaztelur is a unique experience.

Photo: María Primo de Rivera

www.gaztelur.com

A MAISON DE MAÎTRE. Architecture laden with history
creating the history of today. This is Gaztelur.

DIXON FOR EVERYTHING
Tom Dixon is always surprising,
and his accessory collection –
gifts and designer objects made
in authentic, resilient and heavy
materials such as copper, marble,
cast iron, brass and wood – is
extraordinary: original trays, candles,
decanters and many more “useful”
objects, outstanding for their simple
and seductive design. www.tomdixon.com
A GIFT SET OF ‘MATERIALISM’. Oil: glass blown into a metallic mould to create textures and then painted black
with an iridescent metallic finish. Quartz: fragmented and pressed glass. Stone: polished and repolished marble to ensure a flawless
finish. Alloy: aluminium cast in a steel mould.

ZAHA HADID DESIGN

PORCELANOSA BATHROOMS
www.noken.com
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P RO TA G ONISTS
PROTAGONISTAS

Texts: Bettina Dubcovsky

Architecture Biennale in Pamplona
Navarre’s capital city will be the location for the next Latin American Architecture Biennale
(BAL2017) that will be held from 25 to 28 April. With Colombia as the guest country, it is a
must-visit event for all sector professionals who want to keep abreast of the latest news in this
field. An exhibition and specific seminars will be held on the architectural situation in that region,
and there will be debates and lectures by the rest of the selected participants – all of them under
the age of 40. Among them: the Beals Lyon studio from Chile; Llama Urban Design from Peru;
Daniel Moreno from Ecuador; Adamo-Faiden from Argentina; Rizoma from Brazil, and the Mexican
Abraham Cota. These have all confirmed they will attend, but so will many more. This fifth edition,
BAL 2017, is an initiative by Grupo de Investigación AS20 at Navarre’s School of Architecture
and has strengthened bonds on both sides of the Atlantic in a firm and solid counterpoint to the
English-speaking world. This event, based in Pamplona and with a permanent administration
office at the School of Architecture at the University of Navarre, will be extended to further cities
such as Madrid and Barcelona. www.as20.org/bal/

Above, Casa V, in
Guadalajara (Mexico),
designed by Abraham
Cota Paredes
Arquitectos.
Left, Cabaña Delta, by
the AToT Arquitectos
Argentinian studio (made
up of Agustín María
Moscato and Lucía
Daniela Hollman), and
building by the Colombian
Taller de Diseño Edu.

THE
Tl TWO VENEZUELAS
Los
le contrastes y paradojas de la
\/,
Venezuela del siglo XX [Contrasts
and Paradoxes of Venezuela in
a
the
t 20th century], published
by La Fábrica (lafabrica.com)
as part of its PHotoBolsillo
rn//µl'f/nn
,
collection, rescues the figure and work of
one of the most important Latin American
photographers of the last century: Alfredo
Cortina. Published in collaboration with
Venezuela’s Urban Photography Archive, it
presents 60 black and white photographs
and a prologue written by modern art
curator and historian Ariel Jiménez.

Belén Moneo
ARCHITECT

W

hile I usually work as an
architect, I am also engaged
in urban planning. This is why
today I want to talk about my city, Madrid,
and the quality of life and lifestyle it offers.
The city – an artificial construction
created by humans, a landscape that is
sometimes beautiful and almost invariably
noisy – is experiencing a new rebirth.
Because finally, after years of supremacy,
space for cars is being limited as citizens
are little by little recovering the public
space that belongs to them. As the most
widespread means of transport, cars
bring about noise, pollution and danger,
and therefore their days in our cities,
including Madrid, are numbered.
Right now, private cars take up 70% of
public space and this situation is neither
viable nor sustainable. Many of our
streets look more like highways, with very
narrow pavements, while others do not
comply with the accessibility requirement
for people. These factors are detrimental
to us as pedestrians, spoiling the streets
and impoverishing the entire city.
Therefore, public administrations and
civil society all over Europe are winning
the battle against private cars by limiting
parking times and spaces and fostering
other, more healthy, means of transport.
I have been an urban cyclist for years,
and as such, I encourage you all to use
this wonderful mean of transportation
tailored precisely to our needs in the city
as it enables us to travel in it at the ideal
speed to enjoy all the things it has to
offer: its streets, its trees, its buildings, its
fragrances, its people. Bikes turn the city
into a more habitable and safer place.

An extraordinary work of art arrives at the cultural heart of Madrid at the hand of
Gran Meliá Hotels & Resorts and Leading Hotels of the World.

HOTEL
PALACIO DE LOS DUQUES
MADRID•SPAIN

Cuesta de Santo Domingo, 5 - 28013 Madrid
B R A Z I L · C H I N A · I N DO N ESIA · ITA LY · P U E RTO R ICO · SPA I N · V E N EZU EL A
For information and bookings, call +34 91 276 47 00, go to granmelia.com or visit your travel agent

MELIA~wards
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HOTELS ®
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Porcelanosa Group in Algeria

Welcome to Vitoria

Porcelanosa Group has achieved its goal of
expanding on the African continent, and a proof
of this is that the new – and first – shop in Oran
(Algeria), adds an exhibition space of over
600 m² to the already large number of
showrooms in Africa. Let’s not forget that this
company from Castellón has been operating
on the neighbouring continent virtually since the
outset – now more than 40 years ago.
Located in the heart of the Boulevard
Millenium, one of the newest and most
commercial areas in the Algerian city, this
establishment covers two floors where

Porcelanosa opens a shop in Vitoria, a space located right in the centre
of this Basque city. The shop, fruit of the relationship established over
40 years ago between Porcelanosa and the Montejo family – which
represents the brand from Vila-real – was presented to the public last 27
October. The showroom, laid out over 1,000 m², welcomed some
500 guests, including top model Nieves Álvarez. The state-of-the-art space
showcases the products and newest creations by the Porcelanosa
Group’s eight firms.

Above, the Montejo
family, who represents
Porcelanosa Group
in Vitoria.
Left, Spanish model
Nieves Álvarez,
who was a special host
at the event.

Above, the new
showroom that is part of
the Porcelanosa Associate
programme.
Left, interior of the new
shop and sales staff (from
left to right) Javier Tormo,
Karim Soulimane, Román
Elorza, Reda Soulimane,
Joaquim Martins and
Rubén Domínguez.
Below, a display area; the
public enjoying the paella;
and Silvestre Segarra,
Executive Vice President of
Porcelanosa Group,
together with Karim Soulimane.

•'
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customers can find a wide range of
products from the eight companies that make
up the group.
Silvestre Segarra, Executive Vice President
of Porcelanosa Group, was present at the
opening of this shop, located in the largest
country in Africa, and was the host to the more
than 250 people attending the event who had
the opportunity of enjoying paella (prepared by
Spanish chefs) and a performance by Porvenir, a
band from Andalusia.
A member of the Porcelanosa Associate
programme, this shop shares Porcelanosa’s
philosophy without being actually part of the
company. This can be seen by the fact that it
offers the whole range of Porcelanosa Group
products with the same quality, service and
attention to detail that can be found in any
Porcelanosa shop (for more information write to:
info@porcelanosa-associate.com).

Photos:
Andrea Invierno
Direction & Production:
Selma Alabau
Make-up and Hair:
Ramón Ríos

A new space in Florence

The opening of Spazio 360 Firenze – hand in hand with an
art exhibition – is a new showroom in Florence that completes
Porcelanosa Group’s presence in Italy. This innovative 400-m²
space welcomed more than 1,000 guests, including professionals
in the sector – most of them architects – who enjoyed
an event enlivened by paellas and Spanish ham. It should be
highlighted that all of the group’s brands are represented
here, with a substantial section (display shelves and a sample
ventilated façade) devoted to Krion®, by Systempool.

f'ORCELA OSA

Above, one of the
paintings that adorned the
presentation of the new
showroom in Florence.
Right, over 1,000 guests
attended the event, most
of them architects who
were very interested in
the latest products by
Porcelanosa Group’s
eight brands.

--~-----------
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A visitor from Hollywood
World ambassador for Porcelanosa Group
for more than a year now, Richard Gere came
to see – in the company of his current girlfriend,
Galician businesswoman Alejandra Silva – the
firm’s headquarters in Vila-real. Both enjoyed
a pleasant visit during which, in addition to
meeting the workers and their families, they had
time to discover the latest processes in ceramic
production, as well as the company’s cuttingedge innovations, technology and designs.
On their arrival, Richard Gere and Alejandra
Silva were the protagonists of the reception
party headed by Manuel Colonques, President
of Porcelanosa, who was their guide and host.
Fruit of the friendship between Porcelanosa
Group and Richard Gere was the actor’s
wish to visit the facilities. In turn, Porcelanosa
Group is also a committed supporter of the
actor’s charitable causes and has collaborated
on several occasions with the non-profit
foundation of which Gere is president. In fact,
the couple arrived in Vila-real just after having
presented the charity premiere of the film Time
Out of Mind – starring the actor – at the San
Sebastián Film Festival.

Richard Gere and his partner, Alejandra Silva (above), arriving
at Porcelanosa Group facilities in Vila-real, after visiting
San Sebastián where they presented the charity premiere of the
film Time Out of Mind – with Gere in the leading role
– at the well-known film festival.
Manuel Colonques (on the right), President of Porcelanosa,
accompanied them throughout their visit.
The actor visited the facilities and even rode one of the
bicycles (above right) used by the workers to move about the
industrial complex.

MON
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2017 AWA R DS C O M P E T I T I O N

10th Porcelanosa
Architecture and
Interior Design
Prizes

ARCHITECTURE
INTERIOR DESIGN
AWARDS

Committed to innovation and development
in the fields of architecture and interior design,
Porcelanosa Group is organising, for the
tenth consecutive year, its Porcelanosa
Architecture and Interior Design Prizes whose
aim is to select the best interior design projects
that use the different materials manufactured by
the Group’s eight companies.
THE COMPETITION IS DIVIDED INTO TWO
CATEGORIES:

1

Future projects: This category is, in
turn, divided into two sections:
Professionals (interior designers and
architects), and Students (learning interior
design and architecture at any design school,
architecture school or university).
The prizes will be awarded to the projects
that put forward the best creation, layout
and interior architecture for a work studio or
workspace. In order to ensure the candidates’
creativity in the way they approach the project,
the company will provide no plans or drawings.
The floor area can range between 250 m²
and 500 m², and the projects can be for the
renovation of a space (either real or imaginary)
or for the creation of a new one.
All products included in the catalogues of
any of the Group’s eight companies can be
used: wall cladding and paving tiles by Venis
and Porcelanosa (ceramics), L’Antic Colonial
(wood, stone and mosaics), Urbatek (technical
porcelain stoneware) and Krion®; construction
systems by Butech; tapware, sanitary ware
and bathrooms accessories by Noken;
washbasins by L’Antic Colonial (natural stone),
Noken (ceramics) and Systempool (Krion®);
Gamadecor kitchens and complementary
elements made of Krion®.

2

Executed projects: The prize will be
awarded to the best projects that have
used mainly materials by Porcelanosa Group
and completed between January 2015
and February 2017.

SUBMITTING PROJECTS UNTIL MARCH 27, 2017
FOR INTERIOR ESIGNERS AN ARCHITECTS
CATEGORIES: COMPLETE PROJECTS & FUTURE PROJETCS

In association with:

bp

ti¥Mil
PORCELANOSA Grupo

Candidates can participate in both categories
either individually or as part of a team and each
candidate can enter up to three projects that
must be well differentiated and clearly labelled.
To enter a project – before 27 March, 2017
– pre-registration on the Porcelanosa Interior
Design website (www.porcelanosa-interiorismo.
com) is compulsory and a form must be filled out
for each project.
The internationally recognised multidisciplinary
panel of judges will be made up of Íñigo Ortiz
& Enrique León (Ortiz-Leon Architects), Sandra
Tarruella (Tarruella Trenchs Studio), Tim BowderRidger (Conran+Partners), and Oscar Ono
(Oscar Ono Interior Architecture). The awards
ceremony will be held in Madrid (on a date yet to
be determined).

EV°
I
1

Bulldlng a better
working wor1d

WWW.PORCELANOSA-INTERIORISMO.COM

The awards for the different categories
will include: a public announcement and
the awarding of the prize; information about
the project on every information channel
that Porcelanosa Group has at its disposal
(social networks, presence at exhibitions and
showrooms in the company’s different local
offices, etc.); and dissemination in specialised
publications and industry media, both national
and international. They will also receive special
attention on internet portals.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Porcelanosa Interior Design
Tel. +34 964 53 45 45/ Fax: +34 964 52 71 30
www.porcelanosa-interiorismo.com
porcelanosa_interiorismo@porcelanosagrupo.com
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“L’Antic Colonial’s showroom is a high-end space.
It’s a true privilege being represented in here!”

I N T E RV IE W

LÁZARO ROSA-VIOLÁN
We met Lázaro Rosa-Violán at the Porcelanosa
Group facilities in Vila-real. The architect – one
of the most reputed interior designers in Spain
and abroad, not only showed enthusiasm
for the orderly arrangement of all the products
showcased here, but is also proud of the Saint
Germain and Saint Denis collections he has
designed for L’Antic Colonial, and the fact that
they have become an inseparable part of this
business group’s creations.

Text: BETTINA DUBCOVSKY
Portraits: ALFONSO CALZA

Somehow, the collections that you created for L’Antic Colonial are small (or
big) works of art. Do you think that, in the brand’s showroom, they look almost
as if they were in an art gallery?
Of course! L’Antic Colonial’s showroom is a high-end space. It’s a true privilege
being represented in here!
Do you feel that Porcelanosa Group’s exhibitions are a good tool for getting
to know all the market’s current trends?
The first time I came here, I thought I was inside a sort of Ali Baba cave of materials.
Absolutely, yes!
As a customer, what is the quality that you see as most alluring at
Porcelanosa’s facilities? Is it easy to find what you are looking for, even when
you are not sure what that is exactly?
I think that the way the showroom areas are structured is spectacular as is the
lighting. It is all so inspiring that, even if you know nothing about this field, you can
find solutions by yourself here.
Your Saint Germain and Saint Denis collections for L’Antic Colonial are
much more than bathroom designs. Memories, fantasy… all this can be
sensed, together with your unmistakable style, of course. What was your
inspiration for them?
These collections emerged from the need to find plumbing fixtures that were
traditional in style, but dignified and modernised via the use of high-end materials.

INSIDE ALI BABA’S CAVE
Lázaro Rosa-Violán on his visit
to the Porcelanosa Group’s
showroom in Vila-real where he
saw the latest products by all the
company’s brands.

“I had complete freedom and no limitations.
They have really been very generous at L’Antic Colonial.”

Did L’Antic Colonial give you any instructions or,
on the contrary, did they give you carte blanche?
I had complete freedom and no limitations. They have
really been very generous at L’Antic Colonial.
Was it easy to work with the natural materials of
Porcelanosa Group?
Absolutely! I can think of no other company with better
assets: with their materials, everything is possible!
Black and white marble. Sobriety and power.
What is it that you like so much about this material?
The Greeks and Romans used it because it connected
them with eternity. For me, personally, marble means
purity and a certain touch of solemnity.
Yet, the everyday lines I used when designing the
fixtures provide a feel of laid-back luxury that I find
very interesting.

AN ODE TO PURITY AND EVERYDAY LINES From top to bottom, the striking Saint Germain marble
washbasin (74.5 x 55 x 15 cm), either in black or white, can be combined with a chromed metal structure or a
full pedestal, also in natural stone and which can be either entirely black or white or a combination of both
colours (as in the photo above). The set is completed by a towel rail attached to the pedestal, and with the original
Saint Denis Tour Mirror; made from a single piece of black marble, the Saint Denis wall-mounted washbasin has
a backsplash where the taps are installed.

If you had to choose a soundtrack for Saint
Germain and Saint Denis, what would it be?
Water Me, by British singer and composer FKA twigs.
Do the names you used for your collections
conceal any secrets?
That’s a long story that will be disclosed when the new
pieces that complete the series appear...

A MORE THAN PREMIUM DESIGN
The interior designer in the Premium
kitchen recreated at Porcelanosa
Group’s display at the Group’s 28th
International Global Architecture Show.

A style of his own

“Each of us has our preferences concerning bathrooms.
In my case, practical plumbing fixtures and a comfortable space
are essential.”

Lázaro Rosa-Violán’s style is somewhat difficult to define. It has been said that
he draws from vintage designs; that he is very eclectic; that whatever he touches turns
to gold; that his interior design projects look just like film sets... We have therefore
opted to display his most recent works so that you can decide for yourself.

They say that their style is “very you”.
What is Lázaro Rosa-Violán’s style like?
Goodness! That’s for others to say.
What is your greatest concern when it
comes to facing and designing a new project?
The first thing is to adapt ourselves to the
project’s briefing and always try to endow it with a
distinctive quality.
Would you like to go on exploring this sector and
delving deeper into these kinds of creation?
I would love to! Even though this is a sector with a very
wide range of products and styles, I believe that there
are still many things left to do.
Is there anything we should be aware of, or we
do not know, when it comes to buying accessories
for our bathrooms?
My opinion is that everyone installs what they want
in their homes. But I think that the durability of these
kinds of fixtures and the difficulty involved in changing
them if we get bored of them, or they are damaged, is
not usually considered. It’s not the same as changing
a piece of furniture, or the curtains. A bathroom
refurbishment can be a really tiresome thing.
Is there such a thing as the perfect bathroom?
Do you think that your collections approach that
ideal?
Each of us has our preferences concerning
bathrooms. In my case, practical plumbing fixtures and
a comfortable space are essential.

STREETXO LONDON
In the “roguish” design
of the second StreetXO
restaurant in Europe, we
find stained wood, red
marble and concrete.
“He understands what I
want, which is not very
easy,” said the threeMichelin-starred chef
David Muñoz about the
interior designer.

CAFÉ MEDI, AT THE
HOTEL ON RIVINGTON
This is one of the first
projects designed by
Lázaro Rosa-Violán
in New York. Located on
the Lower East Side, a
highlight is the wall clad
in tiles that were hand
painted by a Catalan
artist who was inspired by
Peruvian mythology.

AMAZÓNICO
RESTAURANT
This is a most fashionable
venue in Madrid, and
not just for its food.
Lianas, climbing plants,
peacocks... A tropical
jungle of ideas ‘made in
Lázaro’ with which to
tour the world.

Then, do you believe that the phrase “Tell me
what your bathroom is like, and I will tell you what
you are like” is true?
Possibly, yes (He laughs).
Would you like to work with Porcelanosa Group
again? Do you have an idea – a secret at the
moment – in mind that you would love to come
true with their collaboration and experience?
Of course I would like that! I have many ideas that I
would love to give form to.
For you, the Saint Germain and Saint Denis
collections by L’Antic Colonial have been…
Awesome! (He exclaims with his usual spontaneity). /

STRUCTURED IDEAS
At the L’Antic Colonial showroom,
Rosa-Violán admires the original
rectangular structures created by the
firm for its new collections in natural
wood and laminated tile.

BIBO MADRID
The lighting of the Feria
de Málaga was the
source of inspiration
for Rosa-Violán when
designing the very special
world of chef Dani García
in Madrid. And why not
create a bar with a hot-air
balloon in it?

In order to modernise the
exterior of the house,
the Adi Escura Arquitectos
studio simplified the
openings on the façade
whose lower section in an
earthy colour contrasts
with the upper cladding in
white aluminium.

A fabulous makeover
If it were not for the work carried out by the ADI Escura Arquitectos
studio, this house in Peñíscola, facing the immensity of the
sea, would go absolutely unnoticed. Now, after a much-needed
makeover, it is almost impossible not to do a double take.

Text: BETTINA DUBCOVSKY. Photos: JOSÉ LUIS ABAD RUBIO.

o

Right, from top to bottom,
the swimming pool
area (done in Grey
Estocolmo technical step
tiles, by Venis), surrounded
by a “beach” of Grey
Non-slip Estocolmo floor
tiles (14.3 x 90 and
22 x 90 cm), by Venis;
living room with incredible
views of the Mediterranean
and Anthracite Oxford
floor tiles (14.3 x 90 and
22 x 90 cm), by
Porcelanosa.
Below, a detail of the outer
cladding of the house.

riginally, some 35 years ago, this was a single-family
home typical of the day, built on a steeply sloping plot
with views of the Mediterranean. “The house displayed
all the characteristics of most constructions along this
coast, with openings framed by arches, tiled roofs and
painted mortar,” says architect Carlos Escura Brau, from
ADI Escura Arquitectos (escuraarquitectos.es). The same
could be said of its interior: disconnected areas of differing
levels and badly connected spaces, many of which were
poorly lit. However, not everything was so very bad: “It
had an enclosed inner courtyard on the ground level,
and the house’s section opening onto the sea was large.
All this gave us the ideas to design our refurbishment,”
remembers the head of this project, which was carried out
in collaboration with architect Victor Escura.
The owners, a young couple with a small daughter,
who have made this their main residence, only had two
instructions once they had made their minds up to remodel
it: they wanted a more modern exterior look, and more
efficient energy use, particularly with everything related
to thermal insulation. So, the architects got to work and
came up with a total makeover. They first decided that the
sea views should be enjoyed from any angle from indoors
and that natural light should pour in everywhere. They also
wanted to achieve the best connection among the different
spaces. “Inside the house, and on the first and ground
floors, we highlighted the views of the sea via a big opening
that occupies the whole width of the living room and
terrace. Through this opening, all the other inside rooms

From top to bottom, dining
room with Anthracite Oxford
floor tiles (14.3 x 0.90 and
22.0 x 0.90 cm), by
Porcelanosa, and G 490
Lacquered Matt White
kitchen, by Gamadecor; and
two details that show the visual
lightness of the metal stairs.

Above right, office and
access to the top floor, both
in Anthracite Oxford floor
tiles (14.3 x 90 and
22 x 90 cm), by
Porcelanosa.
Right, views from the
bathroom of the master
bedroom where the
washbasin countertop
in Snow White Krion®,
by Systempool – with
tapware from the Hotels
collection, by Noken –
doubles as the headboard.
The seamlessness of these
areas is strengthened by
the same floor tiling in both
rooms: Anthracite Oxford
(14.3 x 90 and 22 x 90 cm),
by Porcelanosa.

in this day zone have a view of the sea thanks to the
central courtyard which is now fully glassed in,” explains
Escura. A metal staircase, as visually light as possible
and almost imperceptible, was also added in order to
connect the spaces and to allow daylight to reach the
back part of the ground floor and the bedroom area on
the façade that overlooks the sea. “Regarding the interior
materials,” remarked the architect, “the owners accepted
the use of two colours for the home. White for the walls
and ceilings, as well as for all the furniture, the kitchen
and bathrooms. And for contrast, a ceramic floor in a
dark colour that looks like wood.” Outside, an important
volumetric restructuring was carried out and the façade
openings were simplified. The white of the outer aluminium
cladding and roof also helps to integrate the exterior
with the surrounding landscape while contrasting with
the building’s lower section that – in an earthy-coloured
natural stone – vies for attention.
Once upon a time there was a boring house in the
north of Castellón, but that was a long time before ADI
Escura Arquitectos did their wizardry and transformed
it into a dwelling overlooking the sea from every angle;
a house which radiates light and whose indoor spaces
connect seamlessly with each other. In short, as Carlos
Escura Brau says: “Thanks to our makeover, the house
has integrated three concepts with great success and
that, for me, are basic in architecture: spatial continuity,
materiality and geometrical shapes. And on top of that, it
has a welcoming atmosphere and a good level of energy
efficiency was also achieved”. /
From top to bottom, simplifying the façade openings allowed for views of the sea
from any space in the house; the bedroom wall was clad in Anthracite Oxford tiles
(14.3 x 90 and 22 x 90 cm), by Porcelanosa, and was also installed on the steps
to the bathroom; the wall claddings installed in the bathrooms were: White Basic
Nara and White Mahe tiles, both in 33.3 x 100 cm size, by Venis, and Beige
Mahe (33.3 x 100 cm) tiles, also by Venis. The shower trays are a special design
made in Snow White Krion® and based on the RAS tray, by Systempool.
The NK Logic embedded shower heads and thermostatic showers, as well as the
Cota hand shower stand and hand shower, are by Noken.

USA
MADE IN

Four American studios present
their projects

To find out first-hand what new developments are going on across the pond
in the fields of architecture, interior decoration and design, we turned to four of the
most emblematic studios in the USA. With their experience, broad view
and philosophy, they masterfully use products by Porcelanosa Group for their
projects. Ariel Fox attaches an added value to apartment buildings; Emilio Perez
is adept at surprising us with his luxurious ambiances filled with local materials;
Christian Schnyder is a champion of innovative self-contained spaces; and Theresa
Fatino’s creations are designed not only to please the eye, but also the heart.

1
2
3
4

Ariel Fox (Ariel Fox Design)
Emilio Perez (SB Architects)
Christian Schnyder (Beleco)
Theresa Fatino (Theresa Fatino Design)

Text: BETTINA DUBCOVSKY
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Ariel Fox
Ariel Fox Design

A

riel Fox was supposed to become a lawyer but she
worked as a model, and finally, in 2008, opened Ariel Fox
Design (arielfoxdesign.com), a boutique studio specialising
in bespoke furniture design, branding, and the market
of multi-family condominiums which, she states “is our
biggest success in terms of customer relations and creative
freedom”. From her Californian headquarters north of
Hollywood, she and her team focus on narrating a story
in each project. “Today’s architecture is about recasting
experiences: a hotel is turned into an art installation; a
public market into a camp site; a house into a showroom.
We mix different disciplines from all fields,” she explains.
As for her style – minimalist, warm and “sensible”,
– it is based on “defining the design of the future, and this
is a process in constant evolution,” she says with a smile.
“We are chameleon-like, and enjoy documenting ourselves
with different design styles, combining them in an innovative
way.” Her projects are unique and, as she sees it, the key
elements in her work are “powerful stories, magical lighting,
a very thorough and well-arranged style and, above all,
keen enthusiasm.” Ariel Fox adores her work, of which
she never tires and, whenever possible, wants to face a
challenge in each new “adventure”. As her motto is to keep
growing, she rejects the idea of always using the same
materials: “We don’t like what is already known, we always
endeavour to try different materials and new applications
for them. We firmly believe in learning and we seek support
from our suppliers and producers who give us the most
extensive technical information possible so that we
can define the limits and uses for each product.” Regarding
her gurus, Fox is very clear: “I turn to women who share
my values and are shaping the future of our industry.
I am talking about such geniuses as Patricia Urquiola,
Alexandra Champalimaud and Kelly Behun. I am passionate
about them!” Over the past eight years Ariel Fox Design
has won a place of honour in its sector, but the studio still
has many dreams it would like to come true – one of them,
“designing a boutique hotel which would double
as a showroom for our furniture range.” Looking at her
career, we are sure that this dream will soon come true.
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“We are chameleon-like, and enjoy documenting ourselves with different
design styles, combining them in an innovative way.”
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1. Lobby at The Millennium
Kirby luxury apartments,
in Houston, Texas.
2. Kitchen at The Millennium
Kirby, with Silver Calacata
tiles, 43.5 x 43.5 cm,
by Porcelanosa, on the
back wall.
3. Lobby at The Current
apartments, in Long Beach
(California). These were
the materials used for this
project: White Bamboo,
20 x 33.3 cm, by Venis;
White Nature Town,
59.9 x 59.6 cm, and White
Nature Town skirting
tiles, both by Urbatek;
and White Yakarta,
31.6 x 90 x 0.93 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
4. A kitchen at The Current,
with back wall in Motherof-Pearl Trento cladding
tiles, 20 x 31.6 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
5. The Fire Sky Lounge
outdoor common area at
The Current, whose bar
was done in Snow White
Krion®, by Systempool.
6. The Lounge at Altitude
155, a common area at
The Current, on the
building’s 17th floor, with
Natural Laja cladding tiles,
33.3 x 100 cm, by Venis
(on the right-hand wall).
The Wood Duna mosaic
on the bar front,
by L’Antic Colonial, is an
eye-catching element.

Emilio Perez
SB Architects

H

igh-end hotels, restaurants and residences, as
well as multi-family, urban and state-of-the-art dwellings,
have helped to consolidate the well-deserved international
prestige enjoyed by SB Architects (sb-architects.com) for
their leadership and excellence in planning and designing
large-scale constructions. “We are passionate, accessible,
creative, agile, persevering, and like to painstakingly study
every step we take in order to remain faithful to these
five adjectives. Our passion for designing and creating
experiences encompasses everything,” explains
Emilio Perez, the studio’s Vice President.
For his team, today’s architecture has lost the creative
connection traditionally inherent in the process of designing
constructions, and now much attention is paid to technology
and to how to create design, whereas this profession, as
they view it, has always been a practical process. “There
is, therefore, a risk of losing touch with the ‘whats’ and
‘whys’ of this process,” says Perez. “At SB Architects, we
use all the tools and technologies available, from digital
drawings to virtual images. However, we also ensure that
we create a vision by endowing our works with a personal
touch. We think and communicate via our sketches. We are
communicators of design, and our language is architecture.”
This is how Jardinana in Cala de Mijas, and Uno Beach
Residences, both on Costa del Sol; the Mandarin Oriental, in
Boca Raton; the Ritz Carlton Reserve in Bermuda; and the
Mexican Park Hyatt, among many other projects, are taking
shape. “We are flexible and agile in our methods and, while
we compete with some of the most important companies in
the world, we still use practices that include listening closely.
We have over 55 years of experience in the sector, we
persevere, we have endured and passed the test of time,
and we design our projects with this goal in mind,” says
the architect. Among their professional gurus are Antoni
Gaudí, Alvar Aalto, Oscar Niemeyer and Walter Gropius.
Their favourite materials – with which they feel comfortable
working – are those that enhance the context and establish
a dialogue with the natural surroundings. “They could also
be those used in vernacular or indigenous architecture, or
hand-made by local artisans. In general, we feel a strong
attraction for materials that are natural, tactile, warm and
welcoming in character,” he remarks. In this regard, tiles
for wall cladding are their best allies as they adapt to the
personality of any project: “They go hand in hand with the
implementation of a design from its conception.”
One of the dreams of this team would be to create durable
architecture, able to withstand time. “Our wish is to create
spaces with stories that derive from creating genuine,
practical places that can be appreciated by their users,”
stresses Emilio Perez.

1
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1. Fairmont Heritage Place
Mayakoba, on the
Riviera Maya (Mexico).
Simple yet authentic design
in local materials such
as stone as well as wooden
latticework.
2. The dining room of a
luxurious three-bedroomed
villa at the Fairmont Heritage
Place Mayakoba.
3. Outside the the Costa
Baja Golf Clubhouse,
in La Paz (Mexico).
4. Santé Restaurant, at the
Fairmont Sonoma Mission
Inn & Spa, in Sonoma
(California).
5. Entrance to the
Fairmont Sonoma Mission
Inn & Spa hotel.
6. Lobby at the Fairmont
Sonoma Mission Inn &
Spa hotel.
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“We are passionate, accessible, creative, agile,
persevering, and we painstakingly study every step we take
in order to remain faithful to these five adjectives.”

Christian Schnyder
Beleco
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heir slogan says it all: “Good design, that’s all.” At
Beleco (belecodesign.com), they are committed to furniture,
brands, website and interior design, and they take pride in
being renovation experts – and the more comprehensive
the renovations are, the better. According to Christian
Schnyder, the studio’s owner and director, success is
often coupled with curiosity, rather than with any specific
style: “We love exploring. Variety is what keeps our work
at Beleco interesting. We are excited by the challenges
our next project might present us with and we focus on
the authenticity of the story behind each job. If there is an
element that defines our work, it would be an in-depth
and clear design approach and concept.” The goal of this
creative team is “to create an atmosphere that enables
people to feel so comfortable that they just want to
remain within it: only then will we have done a good job.
The aim is to bring different people together to work
on a project and, therefore, work for our customers.”
Rather than immense, open-plan spaces of a dazzling kind
– even though they also do them – Beleco’s style involves
a series of self-contained yet connected spaces. “The
experience of discovering a space and, at the same time,
being able to glimpse the following one, is our inspiration
for exploring ambiances.” For Schnyder, the key to their
spaces and interior design is closely linked to the type of
spatial volume composition created by Adolf Loos, by Le
Corbusier’s “Promenade d’Architecture”,
and by Frank Lloyd Wright’s succession of open and
compressed spaces. Their philosophy works best with
projects for the hotel industry: “Designing ‘hospitality’ is
like designing a stage set for the theatre of life. It creates
a backdrop that helps social encounters and individual
experiences to become memorable.” With regard
to their favourite materials, this interior designer prefers
natural ones which acquire a beautiful sheen over
time. “I love spaces to be used, lived in and felt. That
means that the materials used should withstand wear
and tear.” The Kimpton Gray Hotel in Chicago, the Hotel
Monaco Pittsburgh, the Curio by Hilton hotel in Washington
D.C. and The Lodge Renaissance Resort & Spa hotel
in Sonoma (to open in the summer of 2017) prove that this
studio remains faithful to its ideals. As for his inspirations,
Christian Schnyder, while admiring many professionals,
uses social networks and follows many publications
to stay up to date. “I am influenced by theories of the past,”
he points out, but “I also find inspiration in my clients and
in the challenge of creating a unique story for each project
that can involve different references from the past.”
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“The experience of discovering a space and,
at the same time, being able to glimpse the following one,
is our inspiration for exploring ambiances.”
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1. “If the bar were a book,
it would be one of your
favourite classics, the kind
you read time and time
again,” – says Beleco,
describing the renovation
of Vol. 39 Bar, next to
the lobby of The Kimpton
Gray Hotel, in Chicago.
2. The entrance of the Hotel
Monaco, in Pittsburgh.
3. A common area at the
Monaco hotel.
4. The highlights in
the 248 rooms of the Hotel
Monaco (13 are suites)
are touches of colour –
such as the Kelly green
headboards – and fun
details that are a nod to the
city’s hockey team.
5. A bathroom at the
Hotel Monaco Pittsburgh,
with Gold Calacata wall
cladding tiles, 31.6 x 90 cm,
by Porcelanosa, edged
with lacquered aluminium
pro-mate 3 edges (10 mm),
by Butech. The floor is in
Gold Mosaic Calacata.
6. The original, impressive
staircase in Georgia Gray
marble – the stone after
which the Gray Hotel, in
Chicago, was named.
7. Detail of a bathroom at
The Kimpton Gray Hotel,
with Marmi China wall
cladding, 31.6 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa, and a blue
and grey ceramic mosaic
created especially for this
project: Custom Antique
LaSalle, 31 x 90 cm. The
floor is in Graphic Nature
tiles, 29.7 x 59.6 cm, by
Urbatek – with a 5-x-10 cm
mosaic, cut especially for
the shower trays.

Theresa Fatino
Theresa Fatino Design

L

uxury, intelligence, good taste and renowned brands
are Theresa Fatino’s work companions (fatinodesign.
com). Now, from the Theresa Fatino Design studio, this
interior designer with over 20 years’ experience in the hotel
industry (a fact confirmed by the more than thirty hotels
she has designed all over the world, including designing
and developing the W chain), works as a Californiabased advisor for companies such as The Ritz-Carlton,
The Reserve, Baccarat Hotels, and The Bazaar by José
Andrés. Despite her long career, Fatino considers
that her personal style “changes with the times”, yet
always has sound foundations and classic nuances with
a touch of audacity. “I like ‘packaging’ that is powerful,
orderly, with a certain sense of hierarchy, and with
everything reflecting the project’s own personality.”
No ego issues get in the way – on the contrary, she
considers it essential to create spaces that have an
emotional link with her clients. “The point is to understand
how they will feel in each of the areas we design, both
during the day and at night. It is to this part of the
project that I pay the most attention: I want to deliver a
product that satisfies these emotions. This means that, in
everything we do, quality must come first, just as it does
with the planning, design and delivery phases.” In Fatino’s
work, daylight infuses the interiors merging the different
spaces. “We love to think of our clients’ needs even before
they know what they will be, and include them into a
seamless design process.” This interior designer throws
herself to each new job with no preconceived ideas:
“From the very beginning, I explore new products,
materials, and different ways to use them. I love
researching what the possibilities of a material might be
when applied to a surface or to another material. Fatino’s
success lies in pleasing both our eye and our heart.
As for influences, Theresa Fatino lets herself be carried
away both by fashion icons such as Diana Vreeland,
Yves Saint Laurent and Ralph Lauren, and by architecture
and interior design gurus like Christian Liaigre and Tadao
Ando. “I find the serenity and poetry of classical Japanese
design highly inspirational, as I do the fantastic, wild and
breathtaking style of Tony Duquette’s interiors. Among
her most recent projects are a hotel for Kimpton Hotels
in North Carolina, a restaurant and hotel in Huntington
Beach, and another hotel in Kimpton, Arizona. /

4
1. Lounge of the Skyline
Penthouse Suite at The
Kimpton Hotel Palomar San
Diego, in California.
2. Summer Salt Rooftop
Pooldeck & Lounge, the
swimming pool area, at the
Hotel Palomar.
3. Bathroom with views in a
Skyline Suite of the
Hotel Palomar, with White
Wash Canada floor tiles,
19.3 x 120 cm, by Venis.
4. The fronts in many
of the rooms at the Hotel
Palomar San Diego were
clad in Natural Irish,
33.3 x 100 cm, by Venis.
5. The Living Room lounge,
at The Cardinal Hotel.
6. In the Living Room,
a beautiful mix of fabrics
and colours can be
appreciated.
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“We love to think of our clients’ needs
even before they know what they will be, and to
include them into a seamless design process.”
3

As every year, Porcelanosa Group was
present at the International Exhibition of
Ceramic Tile and Bathroom Furnishings,
where it had two display spaces: one
devoted to the newest products by its eight
firms, and another to showcase the beautiful
elements of its Premium Collection.
The latter was also a launching platform for
Vitae – one of the last designs by Zaha Hadid
for Noken, – and for TONO, a bathroom
collection designed in collaboration with the
London-based Foster + Partners studio.

CERSAIE

The latest products at the 2016 Bologna fair

FACE TO FACE
The Premium stand,
facing Porcelanosa
Group’s stand,
showcased the
most luxurious new
products, including the
Ramón Esteve space
and Porcelanosa’s
Premium Collection;
Vitae, a bathroom
collection by Zaha
Hadid Design for
Noken; and TONO, a
collection by Foster
+ Partners and
Porcelanosa Group.

TONO MAKES
ITS DEBUT
The public attending the
fair had the privilege
of being the first to view
the TONO collection,
a result of the
collaboration between
Foster + Partners studio
and Porcelanosa Group.

AMBIANCES TO BE
DISCOVERED
In both the Porcelanosa
Group and the
Premium exhibition
areas, professionals
in the sector had the
chance to discover
the newest products by
the eight firms.

CERSAIE

The latest products at the 2016 Bologna fair

TONO by Foster + Partners and Porcelanosa

The International Exhibition of Ceramic Tile
and Bathroom Furnishings, held in Bologna every
year, was the setting chosen to present the new
TONO collection, the result of the enterprising
association between Foster + Partners and
Porcelanosa. Consolidated by a simple design
style and a complementary range of materials and
colours, TONO’s minimalist look is proof,
as Mike Holland, Head of Industrial Design for
Foster + Partners, said, “of a taste for authentic
materials and streamlined shapes, and for
the art of production”.
With over 100 different products, the TONO
Elements range brings together integrated mirrors,
benches, bidets, toilets, washbasins, taps...
in a variety of finishes such as stone, ceramic
and Krion®, while TONO One offers three
prefabricated units (shower, washbasin
and toilet) for easy installation thanks to its
completely integrated yet flexible system that
adapts to any pre-existing space.
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ONE CONCEPT, MYRIAD OPTIONS
Clockwise, from left, vanity unit with drawers in walnut (1,600 × 200), circular mirror
(D 950) and washbasin for the 400 Angled countertop in Capuccino Grey natural
stone. The washbasin has an embedded high-spout tap (with Ø25-mm ceramic tap
cartridge and a flow rate of 5.7 l / min) in Chrome finish, as does the thermostatic
shower set and its 400 mm-diameter shower head; in this maple-wood bathroom
with two 400 Straight countertop washbasins and cabinet mirror
(1600 × 1000) with integrated light, the striking TONO bench conceals the toilet and
gives continuity to the design; an example of the three TONO One prefabricated
units (shower, washbasin and toilet) in Snow White Krion®; an uncluttered space with
freestanding bathtub in Snow White Krion® with a bathroom set made up of hand
shower in Chrome finish, wall-mounted 400 washbasin in Snow White Krion®, and
mirror frame in oak (800 × 1000); another example of the TONO One prefabricated
units – this time in natural Habana Dark stone finish.

CERSAIE

The latest products at the 2016 Bologna fair

Porcelanosa
OVERLAPS ARE IN
This laid-back and
exclusive ambiance
shows how two starkly
different ceramic
collections can be
overlapped to create
incredible effect.
The floor combines
Nordic-style Par-ker
Manhattan ceramic
parquet tiles and tiles
with a cement-inspired
finish from the Soho
collection (whose
edges have a worn
appearance to give a
more authentic look).
The Manhattan
collection is available
in five colours (Silver,
Natural, Colonial,
Cognac and Maple)
and different sizes (nonslip 29.4 × 180 cm,
19.3 × 120 cm,
29.4 × 120 cm and
19.3 × 180 cm). The
four Soho collection
tiles (Taupe, Bone, Silver
and Steel) come in two
sizes: 59.6 × 5.6 cm
and 80 × 80 cm.

L’Antic Colonial

VINTAGE BAND YONOH
The Valencian Yonoh studio has successfully captured the essence of the old
porcelain washbasins of the ’20s, recreating them for L’Antic Colonial.
Thus, the new Vintage bathroom furniture collection is inspired by the nostalgia
of bygone eras, but is perfect for modern spaces thanks to the simplified
metal tubular structures of its base which support a stone countertop and either
one or two washbasins – depending on the version – made from a single
natural stone block. The lower shelf is of perforated metal that makes the piece
visually lighter. Available in the S version – with one washbasin (in the photo),
– or in the L version with two washbasins, the collection is completed by two
mirrors for each version. Another innovative product displayed at Cersaie,
and that was warmly received by the public, was the Gravity Aluminium 3D
Hexagon Rose Gold Mosaic (above).

Urbatek

Venis

ORDERLY AND HARMONIOUS AMBIANCES
Cosmos, a new collection of ceramic tiles, is inspired by the look
of slate – a metamorphic rock formed by the transformation of
sedimentary rocks – and faithfully recreates its natural look with
tiny incrustations, a shiny-matte effect and texture. The greyish
tones that conjure up silvery metal make it an elegant new product
that can provide architectural projects and interior designs
with a touch of distinction thanks to its simple, minimalist and
streamlined aesthetics. Evoking stone, and with a rectified finish,
it comes in a single colour but in two sizes: 33.3 × 100 cm
and 45 × 120 cm for mono-pore ceramic wall cladding,
and 59.6 × 59.6 cm and 44 × 66 cm for top-of-the-range
Stonker floor tiles (outstanding both for their physical and their
aesthetic properties).

MINIMUM THICKNESS,
MAXIMUM BEAUTY
Urbatek presented its
revolutionary ceramic XLight
Premium products, with a
thickness of only 6 mm. This
resilient, large-sized material
looks natural and authentic
thanks to Porcelanosa Group’s
cutting-edge technology and
continuous innovation.
The new XLight Premium
collection, inspired by marble,
includes a rich colour palette
(Aged Dark Nature, the wall
cladding in the photo), as well
as Nature and Polished finishes.
These tiles can be applied both
for wall cladding (120 × 250 cm)
and flooring (120 × 120 cm).
In addition, they can be used
as furniture cladding for the
Premium bathroom and kitchen
units by Porcelanosa made by
Gamadecor. The brand-new
150 × 320 cm and 12-mm-thick
variety allow for exclusive designs
for kitchen worktops, benches
and counters, among other
applications.

CERSAIE

The latest products at the 2016 Bologna fair

Krion® by Systempool

Butech
WATERTIGHT
MATERIALS
A uniform, seamless
cladding that can be
applied on top of other
materials and that can
be combined with
ceramic tiles. The new
Micro-Stuk Design by
Butech is all this and
much more.
Developed with
fine cement mortar,
it is outstanding
for its durability, flexibility
and its thinness
(2 millimetres).
Compatible with
most materials used
in construction, it is
both fireproof and
waterproof and is
almost maintenancefree. Available in a
wide range of colours
(in the photo is Beige
Nature), it allows
very personalised,
stylish and elegant
spaces to be designed.
Moreover, the Butech
Shower Deck shower
tray is completely
flat, so the water drains
through the joins of
the ceramic tiles.

MORE THAN PRECIOUS PARTICLES
The Krion® ROYAL+ range has grown thanks to the addition of five new designs (on the left)
whose innovative feature is the incorporation of particles that look like precious metals
such as gold and copper. Made in different sizes, the exceptional background colour of this
solid surface looks just as it does in Nature. An outstanding example of this is the elegant
Black Gold (above) whose black background is flecked with transparent and gold particles
making this latest Krion® design ideal for spaces with top-quality interior design.

Noken

WELCOME TO MATTE CERAMICS
Part of the Noken Ceramic range, it was a great success at Cersaie. White,
matte ceramic is now available for Lounge washbasins (right) and toilets in the
Essence-C collection (above). This finish – with a new high-quality ceramic
formula – is a product of Noken’s ongoing research to seek excellence and
elevates Noken Ceramic products to a superior level. Thanks to the brand’s
internal quality control for selecting the best raw materials, its ultimate purity
and perfect compactness make it highly resilient. In addition, its formula allows
for truly top-quality designs and perfect surfaces and planimetrics. But aside
from its great aesthetic value, it is also easy to clean and creates a protective
barrier against chemical elements, environmental wear and tear, and dirt in
general, turning bathrooms into spaces apt for heavy foot traffic.

Gamadecor

SIMPLE AND ATTRACTIVE
No other bathroom furniture is as innovative and
attractive, yet as simple, as the Duna unit, by
Gamadecor. Its structure is made of a U-shaped
wall-mounted aluminium sheet (lacquered with
black epoxy paint) and a Portobello washbasin
in natural granite (invisibly and seamlessly
attached thanks to cutting-edge technology).
Duna introduces a suspended, single-drawer
auxiliary unit with natural oak veneer and a
circular aluminium mirror with integrated shelf and
lighting. The towel rail is a small opening on the
right side of the aluminium sheet.

Zaha
Hadid
The valiant architect

Next March, it will be a year since Zaha Hadid passed
away. She was one of the greatest architects in
history, whose legacy shows the future path for many
professionals in the sector. From the ’90s, when she
designed her first building – the fire station at the Weil am
Rhein Vitra factory – until later on, when at the beginning
of the new century she was awarded the Pritzker Prize
(2004), to her latest works such as the Vitae collection
for Noken, an incomparable rising evolution could
be seen in her professional career which earned her
recognition as one of the most important figures in the
world of architecture, as well as an icon and a guiding
light for the new generations.

Text: MARISA SANTAMARÍA. Photo of Zaha Hadid: BRIGITTE LACOMBE.

VITAE, A COMPREHENSIVE
BATHROOM COLLECTION
Noken and Zaha Hadid Design created
a revolutionary concept
Above, double washbasin composition
(with concealed overflow and ceramic
cap) whose central countertop module
has a towel rail and a bottom shelf.
Both washbasins and shelves were
done in quality Noken Ceramic®
ceramics. The shape of the mirrors
has the same organic quality as
the entire collection; they have LED
lighting and incorporate a shelf. This
composition has a glossy white finish
and antibacterial treatment.
The Vitae toilet and bidet area has a
central module with towel rack and
toilet-roll holder.
The bathtub, with cascade
and concealed telescopic shower, has
water flow and temperature
side controls.
Left, the shower column incorporates
independent controls for the head
shower – with rain function –
and telescopic shower. All tapware
is available in chrome and glossy
white finishes.
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1. VITRA FIRE STATION
Conceived as the “final touch” of all
the buildings making up the campus, it
soars like a structure “frozen in motion”
(1990-1993).
Photo: Christian Richters
2. 2008 ZARAGOZA EXPO
BRIDGE PAVILION
A hybrid between a pedestrian platform
and an exhibition pavilion across the
Ebro River, it was the entrance to the
2008 Zaragoza Expo (2005-2008).
Photo: Fernando Guerra
3. MAXXI: NATIONAL MUSEUM
OF 21ST-CENTURY ARTS
In Rome, it surpasses the ‘museumas-an-object’ notion, as there are no
frontiers between “inside” and “outside”
thanks to its walls that cross and divide
the different spaces (1998-2009).
Photo: Roland Halbe
4. GUANGZHOU OPERA HOUSE
With views to the Pearl River, its
gorgeous outline, design and
“promenade” create a dialogue
between the port areas and the city’s
more modern part (2003-2010).
Photo: Christian Richters

4

5. HEYDAR ALIYEV CULTURAL
CENTRE, BAKU
This building breaks away from the
rigid and often monumental Soviet
architecture prevalent in Azerbaijan
and makes a modern and optimistic
statement (2007-2012).
Photo: Iwan Baan
6. LONDON OLYMPICS
AQUATIC CENTRE
Inspired by the flowing geometry of
water in motion, the undulating
roof of this construction emerges from
the ground like a wave of the sea
(2005-2011).
Photo: Hufton+Crow
6

5

t Lifestyle by Porcelanosa we
pay homage to Zaha Hadid’s career as an
architect. We are accompanied by Martha
Thorne, who was a friend of hers for years
and the person who, as Executive Director
of the Pritzker Prizes, marked a turning
point in Hadid’s evolution with the award of
this architectural prize regarded the most
important of all. Martha Thorne is also the
doyenne of the IE School of Architecture
and Design in Madrid which, with its
progressive educational system, paves the
road ahead for new architects and for a new
view of the profession and encompasses
some approaches linked to Zaha Hadid’s
experimental innovations.
“Zaha Hadid had an energy and a
brightness that made her a guiding force,
an undisputable leader. It should never be
forgotten that she had to overcome truly
difficult barriers in her career such as having been born
in an Arab country, being an immigrant in London, and
getting ahead in an eminently male professional world,”
comments Thorne.
Her main trait was a permanent effort to push the limits
of architecture, running risks. Using innovative technologies
and new materials, this architect tried to turn her buildings
into landscapes, and vice versa: she placed herself on the
frontier of the structural possibilities of construction. Proof
of this are works such as the Contemporary Arts Centre in
Cincinnati (Ohio) – her first American project. She did this
too with Rome’s MAXXI, the Opera House in Guangzhou,
the Evelyn Grace academy in Brixton, and the Bridge
Pavilion in Zaragoza.
In Baku (Azerbaijan), Hadid and her team built the
Heydar Aliyev Cultural Centre which opened up a new
avenue for the transformation of the city. After undertaking
the London Olympics Aquatic Centre project (2012),
Hadid designed a building at St Antony’s College – which
is part of Oxford University.
Martha Thorne stresses Hadid’s commitment to
innovation: “She questioned all the physical fundamentals
of design; she unceasingly explored the multiple
capacities of new technologies and their impact on
architectural design. The results were often abstract
compositions, a repertoire of curved, unexpected forms
endowed with a surprising dynamism. Her buildings have
become iconic and also a reflection of a kind of society
which conceptually incorporates the constant changes of
contemporary life – a fluid reality.”

Martha Thorne
Much more than an urban
planner. The current doyenne of
the IE School of Architecture
and Design in Madrid is also
Executive Director of the Pritzker
Architecture Prize.

Raphaela Platow
Director of Cincinnati’s Contemporary Arts Centre

During her career, she was involved in many
controversies. She was said to have an overwhelming
personality. A tireless fighter, temperamental and spirited,
“Her sureness was rooted in her refined schooling and
brilliant intellect. She had a prodigious memory, mastered
history and was a mathematician. In addition, she was
very self-demanding and this turned her into a person
who was thorough and a perfectionist. As regards her
reputation as a difficult and uncompromising woman,
I can only say that she was a very loyal friend. Last
October, I attended a memorial service for her at Saint
Paul’s Cathedral in London, and nearly 2,000 friends
from all over the world came. All of them highlighted her
vital enthusiasm, her enormous talent and, above all,
her loyalty, both in her professional and personal life,”
remarks Martha Thorne.
Five months after she passed away, the offices she
designed for the Port of Antwerp were opened. This
most spectacular work is shaped like a diamond, or a
boat, placed on top of the old building, which was fully
preserved. In 2017, the King Abdullah Petroleum Studies
and Research Center will be opened in Riad (Saudi
Arabia), as will the rooms devoted to mathematics at
London’s Science Museum.
The question which remains is about the permanency
of her legacy and her ZHA studio, today directed by
her business partner and friend Patrik Schumacher:
“We are a very young and dynamic studio. To walk
into the future we will maintain the
research and sophistication that has
always characterised us. We defend,
in each of our projects, the continuous
reinvention always championed by Zaha,”
Schumacher recently stated. With his
words, he cleared up any doubt about the
much talked-about permanency of Zaha
Hadid’s vision. She was a valiant architect
who broke all the moulds. /

Z

aha Hadid’s
Contemporary Arts
Center in Cincinnati, OH
(USA) is a vibrant hub
for contemporary artistic
expression from around
the globe. We present different exhibitions in our various
architectural spaces, host international performances in
our Black Box performance program, and host numerous
educational programs all throughout the building. Our
glass wrapped lobby is a welcoming social space with
a coffee shop, design store, lounge area, and changing
art installations. The CAC is in the middle of a lively
downtown and our building is frequented all day long by
people from all walks of life. Artists love to work with us
and are especially excited to develop new commissions
for our different gallery spaces. Our top floor UnMuseum,
a unique learning center has windows that overlook
downtown and the river and people of all ages engage in
interactive art and programs we host in this architecturally
unique space. The staff of the CAC has two beautiful
office floors with large windows that allow us to watch the
day go by and gives us a tremendous view of downtown
Cincinnati.”

Director of Zaha Hadid Architects,
whose work includes Rome’s MAXXI
and the Vitra Fire Station (1992).
The studio is currently participating in
the master plans for the Kartal Pendik
city hub (Istanbul) and Singapore’s
One-North business park.

URBAN HERITAGE
MANAGEMENT CENTRE
ZHA has just won the competition
to construct this building in Diriyah
(Saudi Arabia). It is called the Heritage
Museum and is made up of an
exhibition gallery, library, conference
hall and educational spaces.

Photo: Roland Halbe.

Patrik
Schumacher

Renders: Methanoia
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s the Director of Zaha Hadid
Architetcs, I take pride in our products
for Porcelanosa Group. Vitae is, basically,
a comprehensive design project for the
world of the body, water and body care,
with elegant organic forms pleasing for
the eye and to the touch, and a perfect
example of all that contemporary design
and architecture can offer.
This new series is unique and breaks moulds. In recent
times, we have seen austerity, minimalism, and elements
with angular and square corners for bathrooms, and
in the world of interior design in general. Our intention
was to break with all that and create a more sensual
and stimulating kind of design. We wanted to distance
ourselves from that trend of austerity and move towards
a different quality of beauty.”

Hot and cold contrast therapy
circuit at the San Pedro
chapel, with staircase and
swimming pool walls clad in
Beige Nature MAX tiles,
45 x 90 cm, by Urbatek.
Left, the surroundings and
vineyards of the Castilla
Termal Monasterio de
Valbuena spa hotel.

Luxury among
vineyards

In the place where Cistercian monks planted vineyards and
made wine, where the Ribera de Duero Designation of Origin forged its
story with such important labels such as Vega Sicilia,
and where the landscape changes colours to the pace of each season
are two top-class establishments that were designed with
products by Porcelanosa Group: the Castilla Termal Monasterio
de Valbuena five-star spa and Bodegas Arzuaga Navarro winery.

Text: ROSA MARQUÉS

Right, cloister of the old
Monastery of Valbuena.
Below these lines, the Los
Monjes wine cellar, with
vaulted ceiling and Black
Stone Paradise Baia floor
tiles, 30 x 30 cm,
by L’Antic Colonial.
Below, from left to right,
restaurant with Bruselas
Vintage floor tiles, 14.3 x 90
and 22 x 90 cm, from the
Par-Ker collection by Venis,
and La Cilla café, with floor in
Natural Oxford tiles,
14.3 x 90 and 22 x 90 cm,
by Porcelanosa.

Left, loungers by the
thermal swimming pool
with elevated technical
flooring (STE: Suelo
Técnico Elevado) by
Butech (with Ultraplot),
in Non-Slip Rox Dark
finish, 60.5 x 60.5 cm, by
Urbatek. The wall has
Globe Wall Shannan
natural stone cladding,
54.8 x 15 cm, by L’Antic
Colonial (the same as in
the photograph below).

I

n the lands of Castile, surrounded by vineyards, wheat
fields and gentle hills, a guardian of history has stood since
the Middle Ages – a witness of this kingdom’s past glory. It
is the Monastery of Valbuena, renovated and transformed
into the first five-star spa hotel in Valladolid. Hidden on a
slope of the valley between the Duero River and moorlands,
this architectural gem – built in the 12th century in the
singular hamlet of San Bernardo (in Valbuena del Duero)
and declared a National Cultural and Artistic Heritage Site in
1931– was virtually derelict until 2015, when the company
Castilla Termal restored and expanded it.
Considered to be the cradle of Ribera del Duero
wines (the Cistercian monks who had moved from the
Berdones-based Morimond abbey planted vines and
produced wine here), this is a stunning spot from which to
embark on a journey to discover the Designation of Origin
of Vega Sicilia, one of Spain’s most internationally famous
and iconic wines.
History, art, health and gastronomy blend with the
mysticism that emanates from the monastery’s stone walls
and spectacular cloister, its church and first-class facilities.
It comes as no surprise that since its recent opening, it has
positioned itself as a haven to escape to: an ideal place
for dedicating oneself to meditation and contemplation,
indulging and pampering oneself with the excellent wines
and culinary delights it offers, and enjoying the medicinal
properties of its waters. The spa’s infinity thermal swimming
pool with views of the soothing surroundings, and its hot
and cold contrast therapy circuit that echoes the serenity of
the San Pedro chapel, are just some of its unique spaces.
The different stages of the restoration and expansion
work were carried out by architects Lorenzo Marqués de
la Riva, from the Estudi BDM studio, and Mª Jesús de

Pablo Yagüe. “The most important achievement was preserving the
Cistercian essence of the monastery, integrating the elegant interior
design by blending the colours and textures to perfection – a design
that enhances the beauty of the place and creates a cosy and
totally relaxing ambiance,” says the studio’s Marketing Director Silvia
González.
One of the magical experiences for guests is that they have
access to all spaces in the hotel. Visiting its Renaissance cloister on
a rainy night (the upper floor was glassed-in to insulate it from the
extreme temperatures of Castile) is unforgettable, as is the culinary
experience offered by the Los Monjes wine cellar, “whose menu of
fresh local market produce is paired to perfection with its truly vast
wine list,” says the Marketing Director.

Its 79 rooms preserve a monastic and medieval atmosphere, yet
they offer all 21st-century amenities. The most special suites are
located in singular spaces of the monastery. The Suite del Tesoro
[Treasure Suite], over the San Pedro chapel, where guests can
enjoy a sauna with chromotherapy and freestanding bathtub; or
the Mirador Suite, with large windows overlooking the Duero River,
and a spacious bathroom with a freestanding bathtub. In both –
just as in all the rooms’ bathrooms – latest-generation materials by
Porcelanosa Group were used. Porcelain floors, wood parquets…
“The harmony among the different materials, and of these with the
original building, was of the utmost importance,” explains Silvia
González. In the spa spaces of a new wing of the monastery, “a
noticeably contemporary character can be seen thanks to the
singular textures and international influences.” In a nutshell, “this
combination of styles allowed us to create unique spaces that
differentiate it from other hotels.”

Above, Suite del Tesoro, with a Koan freestanding bathtub, 190 x 97 cm,
by Noken. Floor in Olivo Ascot porcelain stoneware tiles that look like bleached
natural wood planks, 19.3 x 120 and 29.4 x 120 cm, by Porcelanosa.
Left, from top to bottom, a junior suite, with the floor done in Ascot tiles, by
Porcelanosa, and bathroom with Brown Antique cladding imitating hydraulic
mosaic, 31.6 x 90 cm, by Porcelanosa. The back wall was clad in Natural
Estocolmo tiles, 14.3 x 90 and 22 x 90 cm, by Venis. The suspended
toilet is Arquitect, by Noken – the bathtub and SP ONE XL taps are also
by this firm. Ascot floor tiles, by Porcelanosa.
Opposite, detail of the views from a room.

Design poured in wineglasses
Winery, spa, restaurant and house make this complex owned
by the Arzuaga Navarro family one of the most stunning properties
in the Ribera del Duero area. From Quintanilla de Onésimo,
right in the heart of this Designation of Origin area, the success of
this project, launched in the ’90s, has not stopped growing.
Its secret is constant renovation and the
upgrading of its facilities always using
the best quality materials.
Its new restaurant and tasting room are
the latest example of this avant-garde
spirit. To the traditional restaurant, that was
already successful before, there is now a
contemporary cuisine area whose interior
was created by designer Amaya Arzuaga.
“Inside the wine cellar, an interactive
floor signals the passage from the most
traditional part to the most contemporary,”
explains Amaya, who worked directly
with Porcelanosa Group which she
entrusted with bringing her latest creations to life: “I also designed
the tasting table in the new room, and Porcelanosa supplied
the materials.” A Snow White Krion® table presides over the
room, whose colour allows for the hues of the wines to be better
appreciated. Outside, the Ribera del Duero landscape can also
be sipped as it enters through huge windows. /

Above, the table in the new tasting
room, made in Snow White Krion®,
by Systempool.
Left, the new winery restaurant, with
Teak Ascot floor tiles, 19.3 x 120 and
29.4 x 120 cm, by Porcelanosa.

In & Out

The 360º-views from this duplex loft in Canet de Berenguer, Valencia, turn it into the perfect
vantage point to enjoy the Mediterranean. The Octógono Castellón studio was entrusted with its
renovation, for which materials by Porcelanosa Group were chosen.
Text: MARTA SAHELICES. Photos: JOSÉ LUIS ABAD RUBIO.

Right, interior of the
upper floor, with Zurich
Ash floor tiles,
44 x 66 cm, by Venis.
Opposite, the terrace
surrounding the lower floor,
White Oxford elevated
flooring, 22 x 90 cm,
by Porcelanosa.

W

hen the project for this loft – which is now on two
floors – was awarded to the Octógono Castellón studio
(octogono.com), its incredible views were already there.
They simply had to merge two separate apartments to
turn them into a modern home in which, obviously,
the outdoors plays the leading role, but whose interior was
so beautiful and comfortable, that people indoors would
not always feel like stepping through the big windows
in search of the sea breeze. “We tried to continue
our ‘in & out’ concept, achieve the most open-plan
spaces possible, and make the most of the sunlight,”
comments architect and interior designer Manuel Dauffi,
entrusted with this project.

The elevated platform built around the private lift in the
hall is the element from which the different rooms radiate:
on the lower floor are the kitchen-dining area and living
room, the four bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms; two
of them – including the master bedroom – have walk-in
wardrobes. On the upper floor, different ambiances (living
room, kitchen, dining-room and gym) are laid out in an
open-plan space (except for the bathroom and the laundry
room) within glass walls and views of almost 360º of the
Mediterranean, the town centre in the distance, and the
immediate surroundings of the house.
The interior design by Manuel Dauffi includes a range
of somewhat neutral colours in the common areas,

Above, dining room with
views of the lower floor, in
Zurich ASH floor tiles, 44
x 66 cm, by Venis; and
exterior barbecue, clad in
Anthracite Samoa tiles,
by Porcelanosa.
Right, Emotions kitchen,
by Gamadecor, an
ambiance with Anthracite
Nazca wall cladding and
floor tiles, 45 x 90 cm, by
Venis. The tap model is
Osmosis, by Noken.
Opposite, lower floor living
room and private lift
area, both spaces with
White Polished Persian
natural stone floor
tiles, 30 x 60 cm,
by L’Antic Colonial.

broken only by the vibrant splashes of the cushions, rugs
and decorative items. More variation can be seen in the
bedrooms as each has been designed in a different colour:
“The idea was to adapt each room to the personality of its
user. I believe it is very important to talk with the people for
whom you are designing,” explains this professional who
does not mind confessing that he is more comfortable with
interior design because he learned it from his father as
a very young man. “I’ve always considered architecture and
interior design to be inseparable, since good architectural
work entails good interior design,” he states.
Another of Dauffi’s successes was the glass wall in the

bathroom of the master room (including its door) so that the
wonderful views could also be enjoyed from there: “I had
already done this in other projects. It is a fun idea, but not
every client accepts it for reasons of privacy,” he explains.
Outside, the terrace almost entirely surrounds the whole
of the glass-walled upper floor. With several areas for
relaxing, it is completed by a barbecue area, perfect for
taking advantage of the sunny days.
This architect is familiar with the wide range of products
created by Porcelanosa Group, often choosing them
for his projects, since, he claims, they provide total beauty
and value, and their quality has been proven. If he had

Above, master bedroom
with Natural Oxford
floor tiles, 22 x 90 and
14.3 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa.
Right, a bedroom with
Steel Oxford floor tiles,
22 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa.
Below, from left to right,
a detail of the wall in
one of the bathrooms of
Limestone Rodano,
31.6 x 90 cm, and
Limestone Rodano
Mosaic cladding,
31.6 x 90 cm, both by
Porcelanosa, ACRO-N
washbasin tapware, by
Noken; and bathroom with
a vanity unit from the Folk
series, by Gamadecor.
Steel Rodano,
31.6 x 90 cm, and Steel
Rodano Mosaic wall
cladding, 31.6 x 90 cm,
both by Porcelanosa.
Floor in Steel Rodano
tiles, 59.6 x 59.6 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
Opposite, the master
bedroom’s glass-walled
bathroom, with a vanity
unit from the Tetris series,
by Gamadecor, toilet and
bidet from the Essence-C
series, by Noken, Jam
wall-mounted washbasin
(in the background), by
Noken, and Season
ceiling-mounted shower
head, 56 x 42 cm, by
Noken. The Natural
Oxford wall cladding and
floor tiles, 22 x 90 and
14.3 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa, are truly
eye-catching.

to choose one in particular, it would surely be porcelain
stoneware: “It is the one that attracts me the most,
both for its technical properties as well as its versatility.
Although I do like to choose materials based on the
concept and the needs of each specific project.”
Octógono Castellón took advantage of their long
experience as a multidisciplinary studio working
in architecture, engineering and urban planning for this
renovation project. “We design very different projects.
Specialisation is one of the advantages of teamwork,”
says Manuel Dauffi. Most of their work is located along the
Mediterranean coast – including a project that

was recently awarded a prize: the Radio Castellón
Cadena Ser headquarters. However, as the architect
explains, they widened their horizons time ago: “We also
work in Algeria. We have finished a building in Oran, on
the Millenium Boulevard, and we are now designing a
large residential-shopping complex.” Experts in offering
professional, specialised and quality solutions, they know
that the current trend is, as Dauffi says: “To work towards
a more sustainable architecture that adapts itself to today’s
society.” We are convinced that they will apply these trends
to their future projects (hotels, leisure centres, museums,
shopping centres, events venues, offices, etc.). /

Restaurant Lakasa

Right, exterior of the
Lakasa restaurant.
Below, a detail of one of
the walls clad in Delhi
Natural Home slate
tiles, 40 x 80 x 1.5 cm,
by L’Antic Colonial.
Opposite, the dining area
with floor in natural oak,
and a highlight: a lattice
made of metal sheets and
wooden boxes. The wall
around the sideboards was
clad with Delhi Natural
Home slate tiles,
40 x 80 x 1.5 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial.

G

Touza Arquitectos undertook the renovation of Madrid’s Lakasa
restaurant, a project whose goal focused on two essential
aspects: quality and detail. Materials from Porcelanosa Group
made their success much easier.
Photos: SERGIO MARTÍNEZ

rowing, yet without losing its essence, was the idea
that César Martín, chef and owner of Lakasa, envisaged
when he decided to move his restaurant to a new location.
With this in mind, and to give shape to this new 300-m²
space, he hired Touza Arquitectos (touza.com), a Madridbased multidisciplinary interior design studio with a special
flair for turning “places where food is served” into veritable
culinary temples.
In the particular case of Lakasa, now located in the
capital city’s Conquistador Diego Ordás Square, the
renovation project focused in particular on the bar area
with its high tables, upholstered stools by Fenabel and lots
of daylight. Here, the architect Julio Touza Sacristán, with
the collaboration of Yumei Chen – a member of his interior
design team – designed a bar with an upper section coated
in stained, bleached pinewood and a metal sheet painted
in black. In contrast, the lower section – topped with a
countertop in natural wood – looks like texturised blocks of
concrete formwork. The back wall was clad in Delhi Natural
Home slate tiles, by L’Antic Colonial.
The dining area – with tables by Ondarreta, chairs by
Fenabel and natural oak flooring – is parallel to the bar
between the big windows that overlook the square and

Right, the bar area, clad in Delhi Natural
Home slate tiles, 40 x 80 x 1.5 cm, by
L’Antic Colonial, and Taupe Dover floor,
59.6 x 59.6 cm, by Porcelanosa.
Below, the restaurant’s bathroom, with Taupe
Dover floor tiles, 59.6 x 59.6 cm, by Porcelanosa,
walls in Anthracite Chester cladding tiles,
22 x 90 and 14.3 x 90 cm, by Porcelanosa,
Forma washbasins, by Noken, on a natural wood
countertop, washbasin tap NK Concept, by
Noken, and Acro urinals, also by Noken.

On this page, the sections of the big lattice structure
are of square metal tubes, complemented by
perforated metal sheets in rust and black with wooden
boxes in different sizes. The base of the access area to
the kitchen is made of exposed concrete formwork and
the wall on the left was clad in Delhi Natural Home
slate tiles, 40 x 80 x 1.5 cm, by L’Antic Colonial.

a large lattice of metal squares: made of furnace-painted
tubes in black, the structure divides the ambiance and was
complemented by perforated metal sheets in black and
rust, and different sized wooden boxes that were stained
and distressed.
César Martín, chosen as Cocinero en Progresión by the
magazine Metrópoli, and his partner Marina Launay who
manages the front of the house, were personally involved
in the project. So personally, that they did not hesitate to
request that Touza Arquitectos respect two aspects that
had to be present in the interior design of the kitchen and
dining area: quality and detail. Once you have crossed the
threshold of Lakasa – a restaurant that you will certainly
want to revisit, according to its slogan – you realise that the
architects really achieved that: you only have to walk on its
floor of natural oak, caress the slate and concrete textures
of its wall cladding, and discover the different spaces and
atmospheres thanks to the lighting designed by Con Luz
Propia Iluminación. Imagine yourself already seated, tasting
some buñuelitos de Idiazabal [fritters], pig’s trotters stuffed
with oxtail, wild sea-bass tartare, roasted Mallard duck, or a
flan made with sheep’s milk and free-range eggs... /

-

IN T E RV IE W

ALEJANDRO TORRUBIA. Owner of the Don Pancho hotel

The renovation of an icon

The Don Pancho was the first luxury hotel in Benidorm; and this town, in turn,
was one of the first epicentres of tourism on the Spanish coast.
The family of hoteliers that has run it since it was established is very well
known in the town – and the hotel, one of its icons.
Interview: ROSA MARQUÉS. Photos: HOTEL DON PANCHO.

''

few years earlier Benidorm was a small fishing village
with 3,000 inhabitants. Yet this village managed to reinvent
itself and bring out the best it had. Urban development
and growth turned it into a unique, incomparable
phenomenon in Spain. It was when the foundations of
a new international benchmark for tourism were being laid.
And the Don Pancho hotel wanted to be there and take
part in those beginnings.

Above, Alejandro
Torrubia, owner
of the Don Pancho
hotel, in the lobby.
Opposite, the
hotel façade was
spectacularly
renovated with Snow
White Krion®, by
Systempool.

A

lejandro Torrubia, the hotel’s owner, belongs to
a family of hoteliers that experienced the beginnings
of tourism in Spain and has managed to remain at
the forefront by offering the most exclusive service
and working with great firms and cutting-edge, quality
materials for their constant renovations. Son of well-known
hotelier Manuel Torrubia – a man from Benidorm and a
lover of his hometown – he inherited a passion for tourism
that led his father, together with his uncles, to make a
long-wished-for dream come true: the construction of an
iconic first-class hotel. Those were the beginnings of the
Don Pancho, one of the first four-star hotels in the town,
located a few metres from the beach.
What was Benidorm like back then?
In 1972, Benidorm was a fraction of what it is today.
They were very exciting times, a real boom when
thousands of people were first discovering Benidorm.
It was the start of ‘the tourism boom’, as it would
be known later on. It shouldn’t be forgotten that only a

The hotel’s
new façade,
in Snow
White
Krion®, is
the feature
of which
I feel the
proudest.

The visual and document archives kept by the
Don Pancho hotel must contain interesting incidents
that happened during those years.
Of course. We keep a record of both news articles and
dedications and autographs by important people who have
stayed at our hotel. Personalities such as Julio Iglesias,
Rocío Jurado, the great Nureyev, as well as many famous
actors, writers, politicians and sportspeople.
The story about why the hotel is called Don Pancho
is actually like a film script. Who was Panchita; what
did she mean to your family?
Yes, it is a really beautiful story. A family ancestor
was a seaman and sailed all over the world. On a trip
to the Philippines, he met a woman called Panchita,
and fell deeply in love with her. Panchita was a charismatic
woman of exuberant beauty, and she was very ahead of
her time. She smoked cigars, dressed only in white (a
superstition) and used enormous white fans.
After their romance in the Philippines, the seaman
took her to Benidorm, where they got married
and settled down. At first, for obvious reasons, Panchita
was a great shock to the locals of Benidorm.
But she had such charisma that she ended up earning
the respect, admiration and love of everyone in the village
– in the end, they adored her. Grandma Panchita left
a very strong mark and she was remembered for many
years after her death. Thus, when it came to choosing
a name for the hotel, the decision was to honour the
iconic and beloved Panchita.

''
HACER UN TITULÍN PARA PIE
Ovit volorporio et poremporrum
autatque dolesto remoluptium
quat fuga. Nemque corem et asit,
quatus asperrum sum aceperum
earum amus molorem.t.Em
repelesti.ria eum ne plaborun.
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There have
always been
very close
bonds between
Benidorm
and the
Don Pancho
hotel. Indeed,
the hotel is
a symbol for
Benidorm.

Right, the hotel
façade is an eye-catching
feature both at night
and during the day.
Below, the hotel
reception desktop.
Opposite, swimming pool
area, with Non-Slip
Ascot Teak paving,
19.3 x 120 cm, by
Porcelanosa, and
White Baltimore floor
tiles, 59.6 x 59.6 cm, by
Venis, with matching
technical step-tile; and
dining-room with
Ivory Ceilan flooring,
80 x 80 cm,
by Porcelanosa.

''
The hotel inauguration was a veritable event in the
town. What would you highlight about that occasion
from everything that you have heard about it?
I was a toddler at the time, but I know that the opening
was spectacular and made a great splash. Among many
other outstanding members of the jet set, it was attended
by no less than the Minister of Tourism of the day, Alfredo
Sánchez Bella. Indeed, the Don Pancho is the only hotel in
Benidorm to have been inaugurated by a minister. In those
days, there was nothing remotely like the Don Pancho. It
was the first big hotel in Benidorm.
Has the hotel kept its connection to Benidorm’s
jet set?
There have always been very close bonds between
Benidorm and the Don Pancho hotel. Indeed, the hotel
is a symbol for Benidorm, and in a way it belongs to the
people. And certainly, the connection remains very much
alive as many important occasions and events in the town
(in addition to regional and national events) are held at our
hotel. Our convention rooms have just had a total makeover
and they are now stunning. We hope to welcome many
members of Benidorm’s jet set.
Thanks to the makeover completed this year, they are
now – and again – the coast’s benchmarks for design,
elegance and style. Are the lofts, and specifically the

loft suite, the most exclusive accommodation along the
Levante Beach?
Exactly. There is no other accommodation in Benidorm that
can compare to our lofts. We worked very hard and, with
the help of our very valuable technical architect Esperanza
Corrales, and our interior designer Francisco Palacios,
we achieved a result we are very proud of. Our lofts have
something that I personally had never seen before: a
sort of ‘infinity’ shower with an enormous glass wall and
views to the sea. It’s a different experience. They also
have a spectacular terrace with sofas, sun loungers and
incomparable views of the Levante Beach.
All 255 rooms and their bathrooms have been fully
renovated. Materials and designs by Porcelanosa played a
very important role for all these changes.
What new products from the Group did you use for
this renovation?
Given that both bedrooms and bathrooms were
refurbished, as were the hotel’s common areas (dining
room, ballroom, swimming pool area, kitchen, etc.), we had
the opportunity of using different, as well as cutting-edge,
materials by Porcelanosa Group.
For the bathrooms, we used top-quality fittings, screens
and tapware by its Noken brand. Regarding the bedroom
terraces, XLight large-format extra-thin porcelain
stoneware, by Urbatek, was used to clad ceilings; it has a

finish that imitates wood and was made exclusively
for the hotel.
For all the other areas, we used materials with new
formats (for example, the paving of the pool terrace). But
without a shadow of a doubt, the benchmark material that
defines our renovation is the exclusive material Krion®, by
Systempool, in different colours and finishes, installed in
different areas (bathrooms, bar countertops, buffet, etc.).
Why did you trust Porcelanosa Group?
The answer is very simple: for our hotel renovation we
sought only the best. What materials are more famous
around the world than those by Porcelanosa? When you
take on such a substantial makeover, there is no room
for errors: you have to stay on the safe side.
Eighteen months before we started the refurbishment,

''

We know
that we were
right in trusting
Porcelanosa
Group. Results
speak for
themselves.

''
.

Above, a luxurious suite
and one of its bathrooms,
with washbasin and
embedded bathtub taps
from the Urban series,
Quatro bathroom fittings
and a free-standing Kubec
bathtub, 175 x 78 cm, all
by Noken.
Right, ‘infinity’ shower with
Neptune Slim shower
head, and Urban shower,
both by Noken.
Opposite, loft suite
bathroom whose fabulous
shower area boasts a
Neptune Slim shower
head and Urban shower,
both by Noken.
The washbasin tapware is
ACRO-N, by Noken – the
brand that also created the
Quatro bathroom fittings.
The bedroom’s bathrooms
were clad in White
Japan, 31.6 x 90 cm, by
Porcelanosa.

we were at the Porcelanosa Group showroom in Vila-real
and loved everything we saw. Viewing the many materials
displayed there gave us many ideas. We saw products
that were truly elegant and innovative – two very important
aspects for us. With those materials, we endeavoured
to create cosy spaces where nobody wants to leave.
However, aesthetics make up only 50 per cent of the
question, and durability, together with easy maintenance,
are primordial. Lots of people come into our hotel every
day, so we needed highly durable materials that will last
for a very long time. It did not take us long to decide.
It was very clear to us that no other brand can equal
Porcelanosa’s quality.
We first discovered Krion® at Vila-real, and it impressed us.
We had never seen such a thing. The hotel’s new façade is
the feature of which we feel the proudest. Today, we have
the honour of being the first hotel on the Spanish coast with
a Krion® façade.
We know that we were right in trusting Porcelanosa
Group. Results speak for themselves. Not only have the
materials been first-class, but so has the excellent group of
professionals with who we worked.

-

What was the most important challenge in this
makeover?
Throughout the 43 years of history of our hotel, such a
substantial renovation had never been done. It embraced
everything: façade, dining rooms, lounges, bars, all the
bedrooms, bathrooms, swimming pool, terrace and kitchen.
Our standards are very high, as were those of the previous
generation. We could not fail them. Our renovation had to
live up to and keep up with the establishment that the Don
Pancho hotel had become in Benidorm, and with its history.
There was not one, but two challenges: the first was to
accomplish this huge makeover in only six months, during
the low and mid seasons. With great effort and an 18-month
plan, we made it, and we even opened the hotel a week
before the scheduled date. To make sure that everything
would be perfect before opening to the public, we used
that week to do a “dry run” (like you do with a car) with only
friends and relatives staying at the hotel. We called this our
Tuning programme. They tell me that a trial of this kind had
never been undertaken in any other hotel in our country. In
our case, it was a total success and most useful.
The second challenge was to preserve the essence of the

hotel. This is not easy when you are renovating virtually
every element. The establishment has an Aztec design
theme and it has always had a strong character – let’s call
it “soul”. That essence is extremely appreciated by our
clientele. We could not lose it under any circumstances.
One of the first comments that I heard from a guest after
the reopening was: “Everything is new, but the hotel has
preserved its essence and its soul.” Mission accomplished!
I believe that my father, who unfortunately is no longer with
us, would be very proud of everything we have achieved.
Has the result been as good as expected?
I will answer with a categorical YES! We are very pleased
with the result. But there is something even more important
than anything we ourselves might think, and that is the
opinion of our guests. Their response has been unanimous:
They love it! The only thing still to check is the response
on social networks. The façade has been talked about a
lot. Moreover, it has made an impact. The white swimming
pool, the dining room, the terrace, the new lounges and the
new bathrooms have also been much appreciated. We are
highly satisfied. /

THE OPTIMIST

A legendary space

A new restaurant opens in Hong Kong on lively Hennessy Road. The food is inspired by
Spanish cuisine and the design materials are from Porcelanosa Group.
Designer Rocío Martínez Amoedo is behind this interior design project in China filled
with textures, geometric shapes and chiaroscuros.
Text: MARISA SANTAMARÍA

Above, the corner from which the
hall outside can be seen, clad
in the two most-used ceramic materials
in the restaurant and framed by
a big tropical pot. Large French
windows – designed to let in lots of
daylight – enhancing the lacquered
iron façade in the same dark green of
the tiles in the hall.
Left, the lamps over the bar were
made to measure.

Right, a detail of the
elegant staircase.
Below, iron arches and
pergolas frame the bar that
is the star of this space
and whose front is clad
in bright green tiles laid
in a herringbone pattern.
Opposite, the first floor
lounge where the deep
peacock green is balanced
by the warm oak wooden
latticework and the gold
of the bamboo blinds that
divide this large space.
Motifs inspired by botany
and nature decorate the
walls and the floor is in
polished cement; a closeup of the striking geometric
pattern of the back-lit
wooden bar.

S

panish design has been gaining ground around
the world for some years now, particularly in China via
gastronomy and interior design. Much of this is due to
individual projects with a strong character that will outlive
fads and short-term trends.
Hong Kong is an international hub in constant motion,
with a mixture of cultures that cannot easily compare to
that of other big cities; the high number of expatriates
from so many countries living here is noticeable in this city
that is the least Chinese city of all. Spaniards and their

outstanding projects are no exception. It was here, on
lively Hennessy Road, where last September The Optimist
restaurant opened. Its name evokes a very Spanish
nature, a joy for living and a positive way of creating bonds
and socialising. And this is precisely the culinary message
and the atmosphere that pervades this restaurant.
The flavours of the north of Spain are captured in
the delicious dishes it offers, in particular thanks to its
long list of grilled fish. A cuisine based on daily and
seasonal market produce: this is how it is defined by its

founding partners Christian Talpo and Manuel Palacio –
who already experienced all the stages of their “conquest”
of Hong Kong via their previous venture, the Italian
restaurant Pirata. Among the words the two entrepreneurs
repeat when describing their goals for this project are:
respect, authenticity, honesty, simplicity. Today, these
words are not often associated with a successful
restaurant, yet their unpretentiousness – together with
the extraordinary quality of the ingredients, and exquisite
attention to their clientele – can also be applied to the

On this double-page spread, the upper floor with stone grey and deep blue walls
evoking the sea and its secrets and legends. The paint was applied with no
undercoat and reveals the imperfections and quality of the texture of the original
walls which contrast with the delicate cladding of the kitchen and of the bar that
frame it. In the private bathroom and the bar area, the idea was to highlight the
contrast between the different textures and the combination of materials, from the
rough mud kiln-fired bricks and the brass-plated metal covering the extractor hood
to the delicate patterns of the tiles (floors, and wall cladding around the kitchen)
Antique Silver, 59.6 x 59.6 cm, by Porcelanosa, and the high relief of the white
ceramic Limestone Dover Spiga plaque tiles, 31.6 x 90 cm, by Porcelanosa.

interior design for which Christian and Manuel were
set on having the designer Rocío Martínez Amoedo as
they do for all their projects.
Rocío’s professional career began in London when she
collaborated with GMW Architects. Subsequently, after
a stint collaborating with Teresa Sapey, Pascua Ortega
and Touza Arquitectos in Madrid, she started working
freelance on a number of projects, including Lobby Market
and Lola&Co. In 2014, she began to work mainly in Asia.
Her first project in Asia was a Spanish restaurant in

Haikou (China) with Ortiz León Arquitectos, going
on to design for the Pirata Group in Hong Kong that
includes The Optimist restaurant.
At the heart of the concept of this restaurant there
is a key element that strongly influences the ambiance
created: light. A soft light, with nuances achieved
by the latticework that provides a touch of mystery – a
connection with traditional Oriental chiaroscuros, together
with the relief of the ceramics that are evident throughout
the interior design.

Rocío tells us about her opinion of the result and the
practicality of the design some months after finishing the
project, defining the space she designed: “In The Optimist,
reality and legend converge to create a timeless, dreamlike space filled with references to the Spanish origins of
the man after whom it is named. The legends about his
adventures are the origin of the concept that determined
the space and atmosphere of this singular venue in a city
such as Hong Kong where there is little light, high ceilings
are rare, and where spaciousness is a true luxury.” /

Left, 2,508 m² porcelain stoneware
ventilated façade with concealed clamping
system by Butech completely done in
technical large-sized porcelain stoneware
by Urbatek, – tiles designed expressly for
this project in cream hues and two
sizes: 59.6 x 120 and 29.7 x 120 cm.
Above, the building’s spacious lobby.

PORCELANOSA GROUP PROJECT

The Clare building in New York
In one of Manhattan’s most attractive and exclusive districts, the Upper East Side,
Manuel Glas Architects has designed a luxury apartment building with materials by Porcelanosa
Group both for the outside – with a ventilated façade by Butech and technical porcelain
stoneware by Urbatek, – as well as the inside – where ceramic tiles by Porcelanosa and fittings
by Noken grace the bathrooms.

From left to right, outdoor
terrace of a common area
at The Clare which will
also have a fitness room
and a common living
room; living room, dining
room and kitchen area of
a duplex in the building.
The balconies have an
outdoor elevated system
by Butech of ceramics
installed on platforms:
Anthracite Oxford tiles,
14.3 x 90 and 22 x 90 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
Below, living room, dining
room, and kitchen area of
an apartment.

T

he Clare Building, one of the latest projects in which
Porcelanosa Group has been involved, is located in
Manhattan’s attractive Upper East Side.
Designed by Manuel Glas Architects (glas-arch.com), it
is an ultra-luxurious 19-storey building with 30 exclusive
apartments whose interior design encompasses a
strong personality, spaciousness and exclusivity: threebedroomed studios with floor areas ranging from 180 to
920 m², plus a three-level four-bedroomed penthouse with
high ceilings, a skylight, and a terrace.
Its strategic location at 301, E 61st St, and its floor to
ceiling windows are two of the highlights of this project:
incredible views of New York – halfway between Central
Park and the East River, and close to the Queensboro
Bridge. This panorama is enhanced by outdoor balconies
with an elevated paving system by Butech – ceramic tiles
(Anthracite Oxford flooring, by Porcelanosa) installed
on platforms.
The interior design of all the apartments at The Clare
is sober and elegant, with industrial-style details and
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Clockwise, from left,
bathroom of a master
bedroom with White
Natural Carrara floor
tiles, 59.60 x 59.60 cm,
and White Natural
Carrara wall cladding,
59.60 x 120 cm
(size for sale in the USA),
and furnishings by Noken;
a bedroom with views
at The Clare; and designer
kitchen designed by
the studio.

incredible daylight that pours in through their huge
windows – some of which are 5.5 meters wide.
Another highlight is the sensational design by the
studio for the bathrooms which have ceramic flooring
and wall cladding by Porcelanosa inspired by classic
marble. Both floors and walls showcase Natural White
Carrara and Cream Kali tiles – the latter in beige hues.
In addition, Porcelanosa Group is also supplying the
bathrooms’ sanitary ware with innovative products by
Noken – specifically, 46-cm wide washbasins from the
Azor collection installed on the countertops.
Butech is also present in the project of The Clare with
its imposing external skin: a 2,508 m² ventilated façade
with a concealed clamping system, completely made in
large-sized technical solid porcelain stoneware
by Urbatek: tiles designed especially for this important
project in cream hues and available in two sizes:
59.6 x 120 and 29.7 x 120 cm. /
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P ROJE CT S / S ON R I C H R E S I DE N C E S

Exclusivity in a unique spot
Stunning coves with crystal-clear waters, defence towers crowned by an
imposing castle, cobblestoned streets and many options for enjoying your free time,
all make Begur a fabulous setting. This was the main reason why the developer
Indemur Investment, a company with over 40 years’ experience in the sector, chose
this exceptional spot on the Costa Brava to build Son Rich Residences (www.
sonrichresidences.com): 55 exclusive villas with a garden and swimming pool, located
next to the town of Begur and with the best views – and at the foot of the mountain
after which the project was named.
Obrein’s architecture team was entrusted with this project to endow it with a
modern, streamlined appearance and exceptional results regarding sustainability and
energy efficiency. With a combination of Snow White Krion®, by Systempool, and
X-Light tiles, by Urbatek, and Butech façades superbly frame the huge windows
overlooking the Mediterranean.
All dwellings will have a lift, latest-generation air conditioning and heating using air
source heat pumps and top quality external joinery.
For all other finishes, Porcelanosa Group was also selected as the sole supplier,
with outstanding materials including Mini Eden natural wood flooring, and Styledeck
Plus Brown outdoor flooring platform for the swimming pool area, both
by L’Antic Colonial. The kitchens are Gamadecor designs from the Premium
Collection range; the sanitary ware chosen will be by Noken and the bathrooms
cladding, by Porcelanosa and Urbatek. /

3
1. A side view of the house,
with large-size cast-iron edges
highlighted by the light provided
by Snow White Krion®, by
Systempool.
2. Façade with views of the
sea and infinity swimming pool
with solarium done in Styledeck
Plus Brown outdoor flooring
platform, 210 x 14.4 x 2.2 cm,
by L’Antic Colonial.
3. Living-dining room whose
highlights are big openings with
spectacular views of the sea.
Flow was created from the interior
to the exterior by using the same
floor finish in different textures
of Neo solid technical unglazed
porcelain stoneware, by Urbatek.
4. A bathroom designed
with Noken elements, such as
the washbasin tapware
and the shower head from
the Lounge collection.
5. Porcelanosa Premium
kitchen designed by Gamadecor
professionals.
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PROJE CT S / M L3 E V O L U C I Ó N

ML3 An evolved building in
the heart of Lezkairu
37+26 are two numbers that are meaningless on their own, but if we say that they
correspond to the floor area in squares metres of a huge dining room to which a terrace
of a further 26 metres is added, things look quite different. This is the idea of the ML3
Evolución development – two-, three-, and four-bedroomed dwellings with evolved
spaces that can adapt to each time of the day and each season of the year.
For the third stage of this development, located in Lezkairu, Pamplona’s latest
benchmark district, Construcciones Muroa (muroa.com) selected materials from
Porcelanosa Group to give shape to its innovative spaces again, as it did for the two
previous stages: Muroa Lezkairu – already completed – and Muroa Lezkairu 2 – in an
advanced stage of construction. Thus, ML3 will boast large-size ceramic parquet tiles
by Porcelanosa; Emotions kitchens, by Gamadecor – with Snow White Krion®
worktops and comprehensive bathroom fittings by the Noken and Systempool firms.
There will also be the possibility of choosing among several cladding tiles for these spaces
from the Rodano, Dover, Barbados, Safari and Carrara series, by Porcelanosa. /

1
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1. ML3 Evolución is located in the
most exclusive area of Lezkairu, in
front of Pamplona’s Tennis Club.
2. The dwellings merge with
the terraces that are equipped
with fixed and mobile decorative
elements so each owner can
choose their perfect level of
sunlight and privacy.
3. In Muroa Lezkairu 2, there are
different colours available for two
types of porcelain stoneware
parquet: the Ascot or the Oxford
series, by Porcelanosa.
4. Floors in ML3 Evolución can
be done either in Ascot or
Chelsea ceramic parquet, also
by Porcelanosa.
5. Emotions kitchen, by
Gamadecor, an open, bright
and integrated space. The sink
merges with the worktop thanks
to Krion®, by Systempool.
6. A bathroom in Muroa Lezkairu
2, combining warm colours
and textures with subtle and
harmonious forms. It is available
in 20 different ceramic tiles from
the Rodano and Dover series,
by Porcelanosa. Systempool
is the brand that created
the Ecoefficient thermostatic
shower column with rain-effect
shower head, the RAS – Krion®
Bath shower tray, the RAS –
Krion® Bath floor-mounted
washbasin, the RAS – Krion®
Bath bathtub, the Attica 9
shower screen and the Bend
shower column. The tapware and
the mirror are by Noken.
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P ROJ E CT S / E L M I R A DO R DE F R E S N O N O RTE

Technology, sustainability
and the avant-garde

1

2

1. Exterior view of the houses,
with ventilated façades
clad in natural stone. The
floors in the landscaped areas,
as well as around the private
swimming pools, will be done in
Limestone Arizona Ston-ker,
by Porcelanosa.
2. Ground-floor living room, with
Par-ker London Grey ceramic
parquet tiles, 29.4 x 120 and
19.3 x 120 cm, by Porcelanosa.
3. Gamadecor will design the
kitchens in different colours,
with worktop, back walls and
embedded sink, all in Snow
White Krion®, by Systempool.
The floor will be done in Ferroker
tiles, 44.3 x 44.3 cm, by Venis,
in aluminium or nickel colour.

3

It is no longer enough having a luxurious home with state-of-the-art design
and exceptional quality materials and finishes – as is the case of the houses
featured here. In addition, any responsible 21st-century buyer concerned with the
environment seeks a property that encompasses the highest sustainability possible,
as well as every technological innovation needed for minimal impact on the
environment in which, in the end, they will be living. Aware of this new social reality
that is gradually permeating the real estate market, the Consulcop3C development
company designed El Mirador
de Fresno Norte as an exclusive
group of four attached single-family
dwellings with Energy Certification
A (the highest possible), in one
of the most exclusive areas in
the Autonomous Community of
Madrid: next to the Real Sociedad
Hípica Española Club de Campo
horse riding club and the newest
golf courses of La Moraleja. As
part of the Green Luxury Homes
concept (luxury houses committed
to helping reduce climate change
and that include PassivHaus
standards), this development
will have continuous reinforced
insulation on its façades and roofs,
ventilated façades, double-glazed
argon gas windows, automatic

MICRO-STUK design
PORCELANOSA presents a seamless cement finish
featuring elegance and superior durability

PREMIUM wall covering for the new Architecture

MANUFACTIJRERAND DISTRJBUIOR
OF CERAMIC TILES AND BUILDING PRODUCTS

PORCELANOSA GROUP LIMITED

butech
PORCELANOSA Grupo

CUSTOMER SERVICE LINE: 0800 915 4000

www.porcelanosa.com
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P ROJ E CT S / E L M I R A DO R DE F R E S N O N O RTE

4. Bathroom in the master
bedroom, with Kole 150 Krion®
countertop, by Systempool, Oak
Wind Cacao (or similar) furniture
unit, by Gamadecor, Acro-N
Open mixer taps, by Noken,
Forma suspended toilet and
bidet, by Noken, Minimal XL
whirlpool bath with side panel, by
Noken, Land extra-flat shower
tray and Silke 9 glass screen,
both by Systempool, and Smart
thermostatic bar valve with
telescopic shower kit.
5. Room with Walnut London
Par-ker parquet ceramic tiles,
29.4 x 120 and 19.3 x 120 cm,
by Porcelanosa.
6. Ground floor bathroom with
furniture unit, stone countertop
and washbasin, by L’Antic
Colonial, Urban tap mixer, by
Noken, Acro Compact toilet,
by Noken, Land shower tray
and Yove glass screen, both
by Systempool and Urban
thermostatic shower, by Noken.

4

6

5

ventilation with heat/cold recovery, solar panels for
generating 60% of the houses’ electricity consumption,
LED lighting, heating-cooling and ACS using
geothermal underfloor cooling that uses fan coil units,
advanced automation systems operated from mobile
devices, etc.
On separate, private plots of over 500 m² with
landscaped areas, each with terraces and private
swimming pool plus a solarium, the four homes
will have a floor area of 483 m² laid out over three floors.

Porcelanosa Group is the company that will supply
all the interior and exterior (rectified large sized) wall
cladding and flooring tiles – as well as the bathroom
elements, by the Noken firm – offering the owners the
possibility of adapting their homes to their tastes. They will
be able to choose from the wide range that can be seen
on the development’s website: elmiradordefresnonorte.
com. The kitchens were designed by Gamadecor’s
team of professionals, and their worktops, back walls
and embedded sinks are all in Krion® Snow White, by
Systempool. /

With the High Speed Expert,
each communication need has
its solution.
With the Business Net Plans. you have the flexibility to choose the
landline and mobile communication formula that best suitsyour
company, and hence placing your business ahead ofthe rest.

Call toll free at 1500
or visit our website:\M\A/w.vodafone.es
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P OR CE LA NOS A E X P E R I E N C E

Visits designed for
and by professionals

Left, a group photograph
of the real estate
developers.
Below, the visit to
Porcelanosa Group’s
facilities, in Vila-real.

Porcelanosa Group organised a congress called “Porcelanosa
Experience” at its main facilities in Vila-real this past 29 and 30
September. The aim was to show its latest products to 70 real
estate developers, but also to show them the ease and advantages
of working with such a high-end international firm: customised
catalogues, marketing and communications tools, and computer
graphics for projects that include the client’s chosen finishes –
just to give a few examples. During this congress, sponsored by
Asefa Seguros, Bizionar and Uponor in collaboration with Asprima,
the sales directors of the main real estate developers in Spain
and Portugal had the opportunity of visiting the exhibitions of
Porcelanosa Group’s different firms. They also visited the ceramics
manufacturing plant to see the company’s technological advances
in production for themselves. As an added attraction, they also
enjoyed an enthusiastic and inspiring speech given by educator
and lecturer Victor Küppers.
The gathering was so warmly welcomed by the guests that
a second congress is already scheduled: the “2nd Porcelanosa
Experience” will be held on 2 and 3 March 2017, with Emilio Duro,
a businessman, professor, lecturer and instructor taking part. /

An inspiring speech
by Victor Küppers
Sales directors of the main
real estate developers in
Spain and Portugal visited
the ceramics production
plant to see Porcelanosa
Group’s technological
advances in production.

“My name is Victor Küppers. I was born on 23
May, 1970, in Eindhoven (Holland). I live between
Camprodon and Barcelona. I give thanks to
God every day. My favourite sentence is ‘Let no
one come to you without feeling a bit better and
happier when they leave.’ This is the opening line
of this former director who decided to devote
himself to education. What came next was
extensive research, reading works by experts, and
finally, encouraging others to be happy. Today,
Victor Küppers is busy giving lectures in which
motivation, enthusiasm and passion are the stars,
such as the one seen in the photo at the first
“Porcelanosa Experience” gathering.
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PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD

1
2

1. Porcelanosa Group showroom in Champagne-au-Mont-d’Or (France). 2. Shop in Panama City (Panama).

-

PORCELANOSA IN THE WORLD

AUSTRALIA

NEW SOUTH WALES
EARP BROS TILE - NEWCASTLE
79-81 Parry St, Newcastle.
T: +61 2 4925 4555 - F: +61 2 4962 2926
EARP BROS TILE - SYDNEY
666 Pacific Highway, Chatswood,
Sydney
T: +61 2 9410 3222 - F: +61 2 9410 2011
PORCELANOSA KITCHENS
55 Holt Street, Surry Hills, Sydney
T: +61 2 9211 1998 - F: +61 2 9212 1330
QUEENSLAND
ACE STONE & TILES
48 Prospect St Fortitude Valley QLD
Brisbane
T: +61 7 5493 3344 - F: +61 7 5493 3117
TILESCOPE IMPORTS
Kilroe Street, Brisbane
T: +61 7 3371 5777 - F: +61 7 3371 5133
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
ITALIA CERAMICS
55 Glynburn Road, Adelaide
T: +61 8 8336 2366 -F: +61 8 8336 9016
TASMANIA
ROSSETTO TILING
233 Murray Street, Hobart
T: +61 3 6231 2931 - F: +61 3 6231 5783
ROSSETTO TILING
80 Invermay Road, Launceston
T: +61 3 6326 4955 - F: +61 3 6326 6003
VICTORIA
EARP BROS TILE - MELBOURNE
143-149 Abbotsford St, Melbourne
T: +61 3 9328 8598 - F: +61 3 9348 9996
MARBLETREND
22 Jersey Road Bayswater, Melbourne
T: +61 3 9729 0115 - F: +61 3 9729 0115
WEST AUSTRALIA
MIDDLE SWAN TRADING
19B King Edward Rd, Osborne Park
T: +61 8 9445 1777 - F: +61 8 9446 3127

CANADA

NEW BRUNSWICK
DOMINION TILE & SUPPLIES
136 High St, Moncton
T: +506 857 8906 -F : +506 857 4149
BRITISH COLUMBIA
FONTILE DISTRIBUTORS
270 Terminal Avenue, Vancouver
T: +604 683 9358 - F: +604 683 6758
ALBERTA
Porcelanosa Calgary
1334 11th Ave. SW, Calgary
T: (587) 349-2290

INDIA

BANGALORE
KATTA
HOPCOMS, Mavalli
T: +91 11 2670 3832 - F: +91 22 2670 0377
HYDERABAD
SRUSHTI
Opp G V K Mall, Road No 4
T: +91 40 6668 2224 - F: +91 40 4220 3416
KOLKATA
JAIPUR MARBLE
3, Upper wood St. (Theater Road)
T: +91 33 2290 7755 - F: +91 33 2280 7787
MUMBAI
MILAGRO
Nehru Nagar, Opp Hanuman Temple,
Kanjurmarg (East)
T: +91 22 2579 0686 - F: +91 22 2579 0684
NEW DELHI
DREAM HOME
M-51,’M’ Block Market, Greater Kailash,
Part 2. T: +91 11 4272 0032
LA CERAMICA
B- 9/12, Rajouri Garden,
New Delhi
T: +91 11 25176090 - F: +91 11 257176092
MARMO HOME PVT. LTD.
5258, Shraddhanand Marg, New Delhi
T: +91 11 47128800 - F: +91 11 23218728
OYSTER BATH CONCEPTS PVT. LTD.
D-73, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, Delhi
T: +91 9811083946

NEW ZEALAND

AUCKLAND
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
228 Orakei Road, Remuera, Auckland
T: +64 95241475
TILE WAREHOUSE286 Churc St, Penrose
T: +64 649349550 -F: +64 6222112
CANTERBURY
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
2/60 Durham Street South, Christchurch
T: +64 95241475
NEXT DORE
102 Montreal St, Christchurch
T: +64 33669400 - F: +6433654406
WELLINGTON
JACOBSEN CREATIVE SURFACES
1/23 Marion Street, Wellington
T: +64 95241475

SINGAPORE

AAMOR PTE LTD
120 Lower Delta Road #01-13 Cendex,
Centre, Singapore.
T: +65 6878 0200 - F: +65 6878 0500
FERNANDO MARTIN BENITO
31 Kaki Bukit Road 3, 06-13 Techlink, Singapore.
T: +65 9780 1472 - F: +65 64621620
HAFARY PRIVATE LIMITED
No.105, Eunos Avenue 3, Singapore.
T: +65 6604 7702 - F: +65 6253 4496

SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG
AFRIKANO TILE & DECOR
151 Industrial Rd
T: +27 8392333
CLASSIC TRADING
Shop G1, Woodmead Commercial Park
Waterfall, Crescent, Woodmead,
Johannesburg
T: +27 11 656 0400 - F: +27 11 656 0403
DURBAN
CLASSIC TRADING
Unit 12, 155 Rochdale Rd, Springfield Park
T: +27 31 577 8382 - F: +27 31 577 7056
MAHARANI
229 Inanda Road
T: +27 5777860
CAPE TOWN
KENZAN TILES
T: +27 21 5108310 - F: +27 21 5108317

UNITED KINGDOM

BERKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
7 Bridgewater Close, Berks, Reading
T: +44 08444 818 954
F: +44 08444 818 964
BRISTOL
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
Lysander Road, Cribbs Causeway, Bristol
T: +44 0117 959 71 51
F: +44 0117 959 71 55
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Dukesmead, Werrington, Peterborough
T: +44 08444 818 957
F: +08444 818 967
DEVON
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
20 Trusham Road, Marsh Barton Ind,
Est Exeter
T: +44 01392 215 552
F: +44 01392 215 557
GIBRALTAR
LIFESTYLE DESIGN STUDIO LTD
24-22 Ocean Village Promenade, Ocean
Village, Gibraltar
T: +35020066390
HERTFORDSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Otterspool Way, Watford
T: +44 08444 818 951
F: +44 08444 818 961
JERSEY ISLAND
PASTELLA GROUP
Rue a la Dame, St. Saviour
T: +44 01534 870167
F: +44 01534 723199

LANARKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
2 Rocep Drive, Braehead, Glasgow
T: +44 0141 533 1000
F: +44 0141 533 1007
LANCASHIRE
PORCELANOSA NORTH WEST
Water Street, Manchester
T: +44 0161 817 33 00
F: +44 0161 817 33 01
PORCELANOSA NORTH WEST
850 Europa Boulevard, Westbrook,
Warrington
T: +44 01925 237 807
F: +44 01925 237 888
LONDON
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Wandsworth Bridge Road, Fulham
T: +44 08444 818 952
F: +44 08444 818 962
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
93/99 Goswell Road, Clerkenwell, London
T: +44 08444 818 959
F: +44 08444 818 969
MIDLOTHIAN
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
Unit B Newbridge Industrial Estate,
Cliftonhall Road, Edinburgh
T: +44 0131 335 38 83
F: +44 0131 335 38 84
NORFOLK
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Amsterdam Way, Norwich Airport, Norwich
T: +44 08444 818 958
F: +44 08444 818 968w
NORTHUMBERLAND
PORCELANOSA SCOTLAND
Unit 1, 259 Scotswood Road,
Newcastle Upon Tyne
T: +44 0191 272 5224
F: +44 0191 272 2986
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
Nottingham Road Chilwell, Nottingham
T: +44 0115 983 65 00
F: +44 0115 983 65 65
SOUTH GLAMORGAN
PORCELANOSA WESTERN
360 Newport Road Cardiff, South
T: +44 0292 0465 166
F: +44 0292 0465 156
SOUTH YORKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
The Carr, Carriage Drive, Doncaster
T: +44 01302 30 47 13
F: +44 01302 30 47 15
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
2 Windsor Road, Meersbrook, Sheffield
T: +44 0114 250 01 08
F: +44 0114 255 22 65
STAFFORDSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
Roman Way Retail Park Longford Island,
Watling Street, Cannock
T: +44 01543 223025
F: +44 01543 462959
SUFFOLK
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
101 Redbridge Road, Millbrook,
Southampton
T: +44 08444 818 956
F: +44 08444 818 966
SURREY
PORCELANOSA SOUTH EAST
Marshall House, 468-472 Purley Way,
Waddon, Croydon
T: +44 08444 818 953
F: +44 08444 818 963
WARWICKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA MIDLANDS
600 Stratford Road, Shirley, Solihull
T: +44 0121 746 64 64
F: +44 0121 746 64 65
WEST YORKSHIRE
PORCELANOSA YORKSHIRE
24/26 Cross Stamford Street,
Regent Street, Leeds
T: +44 0113 24 44 223
F: +44 0113 24 34 024

USA

CALIFORNIA
PORCELANOSA ANAHEIM
1301 S. State College Blvd. Suite E, Anaheim
T: +1 714 772 3183 - F: +1 714 772 9851
PORCELANOSA SAN FRANCISCO
78 Division St, San Francisco
T: +1 415 593 7763 - F: +1 415 593 7664
PORCELANOSA SAN JOSE
391 East Brokaw Road, San Jose
T: +1 408 467 9400 - F: +1 408 467 9410
PORCELANOSA WEST HOLLYWOOD
8900 Beverly Blvd, West Hollywood
T: +1 310-300-2090
CONNECTICUT
PORCELANOSA RIVERSIDE
1063 E Putnam Ave Riverside
T: +1 203 698 7618 - F: +1 203 698 7619
FLORIDA
PORCELANOSA MIAMI
8700 N.W. 13th Terrace, Miami
T: +1 305 715 7153 - F: +1 305 592 6999
PORCELANOSA POMPANO BEACH
3400 N. Powerline Road, Pompano Beach
T: +1 954 968 7666 - F: +1 954 968 7699
GEORGIA
PORCELANOSA ATLANTA
Peachtree Hills Avenue 349, Atlanta
T: +1 3057157153
ILLINOIS
PORCELANOSA CHICAGO
Luxe Home at the Merchandise Mart, 222
Merchandise Mart Plz Suite 149, Chicago
T: +1 312 204 6220 - F: +1 312 204 6240
MARYLAND
PORCELANOSA ROCKVILLE
11500 Rockville Pike, North Bethesda
T: +1 301 294 8193
MASSACHUSETTS
PORCELANOSA BOSTON - BOSTON
DESIGN CENTER
1 Design Center Place, Suite 505, Boston
T: +1 617-963-7666
NEW JERSEY
PORCELANOSA EAST BRUNSWICK
252 Route 18 North East, Brunswick
T: +1 732 613 1915 - F: +1 732 613 9181
PORCELANOSA PARAMUS
65 Route 17 South, Paramus
T: +1 201 712 0556 - F: +1 201 599 1520
PORCELANOSA RAMSEY
600 Rt 17 North, Ramsey
T: +1 201 995 1310 - F: +1 201 995 1960
NEW YORK
PORCELANOSA MANHATTAN FLAGSHIP
STORE
202 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
T: +1 646 751 1180
PORCELANOSA NYDC
200 Lexington Avenue. Suite 609, New York
T: +1 212 252 7370
PORCELANOSA WESTBURY
775 Old Country Road, Westbury
T: +1 516 338 0097 - F: +1 516 338 0098
PENNSYLVANIA
PORCELANOSA KING OF PRUSSIA
645 W. Dekalb Pike (US Route 202), King of
Prussia, Montgomery County
T: +1 484 751 0050 - F: +1 484 751 0047
TEXAS
Spañolo Gallery
1200 N. 10th Street, Suite E, McAllen
T: +1 956 905 0244 - +1 956 907 5477
F: +1 956 627 2522
PORCELANOSA DALLAS
Decorative Design Center. 1617 Hi Line
Drive Suite 415, Dallas
T: +1 214 377 2327 - F: +1 214
234 1340
WASHINGTON
PORCELANOSA SEATTLE
88 Spring Street (Suite 120), Seattle

WORLDWIDE

ALBANIA Tirana
ANGOLA Luanda
ALGERIA Alger/ Oran
ARGENTINA Buenos Aires/
Mar del Plata/ Mendoza/ Pilar/ Rosario

ARMENIA Yerevan
AUSTRIA Bruck/ Graz/ Hall/ Innsbruck/
Leibnitz/ Linz/ Salzburgo/ Viena/ Vösendorf/
Wels/
AZERBAIJAN Baku
BAHRAIN Manama
BANGLADESH Dhaka
BELGIUM Heist-op-den-Berg
BERMUDA Pembroke
BOLIVIA Santa Cruz
BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
Bijeljina/ Citluk/Sarajevo
BRAZIL Parana-Campo Largo
BULGARIA Sofia/ Varna
BYELORUSSIA Minsk
CAMBODIA Phnom Penh
CHILE Santiago de Chile/ Viña del Mar
CHINA Beijing/ Changchun/ Changsha/
Chongquing/ Dalian/ Foshan/ Fuzhou/
Guangzhou/ Haikou/ Harbin/ Hangzhou/
Hong Kong/ Jiangyin/ Jiaxing/ Nanjing/
Ningbo/ Quindao/ Shanghai/ Shenyang/
Shenzhen/ Tianjin/ Wuhan/ Xian
COLOMBIA Barranquilla/ Bogota
CONGO REPUBLIC Kinshasa
COSTA RICA San José/ Santa Ana
CROATIA Bakar/Dubrovnik/ Porec/
Pula/ Rijeka/ Split/ Varazdin/ Zagreb
CYPRUS Girne/ Limassol/ Nicosia
CZECH REPUBLIC Brno/ Prague/
Uherske Hradiste/ Zlin
DENMARK Brabrand/Glostrup/
Odense
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Bávaro/ La Romana/ Santo Domingo/
Santiago
ECUADOR Cuenca/ Guayaquil/ Quito
EGYPT Cairo
EL SALVADOR San Salvador
ESTONIA Tallinn
ETHIOPIA Addis Ababa
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF
NIGERIA Lagos
FINLAND Espoo/ Hyvinkää/
Hämeelinna/Joensuu/Jyväskylä/
Kotka /Kouvola/Kuopio/Lahti/ Lappeenranta/
Mikkeli/ Oulu/Pori/ Porvoo/ Raisio/ Rauma/
Rovaniemi/Salo/Savonlinna/Seinäjoki/
Tampere/ Vaasa/ Vantaa
FRANCE Ajaccio/ Andelnans/ Arcueil/
Aubagne/ Augny/ Beaucouzé/ Besançon/
Biguglia/ Boulazac/ Brest/ Cabestany/
Chambray les Tours/ Champagne au Mont
d’Or/ Chasseneuil du Poitou/ Chenôve/
Coignières/ Fleury-les-Aubrais/ Guerande/
La Chapelle Saint Aubin/ La Roche Sur Yon/
Lezennes/ Lorient/ Mandelieu la Napoule/
Meaux/ Merignac/ Mondeville/ Montigny/
Nîmes/ Niza/ Orvault/ París/ Pérols/ Saint
Grégoire - Rennes/ Saint Herblain/ Reunión/
Saint Maur/ Saint-Etienne/ Saint-Péray/
St Jouan des Guerets/ Tigery/ Toulouse/
Tourville la Rivière/ Vannes/ Vendenheim/
Vert Saint Denis/ Wittenheim
FRENCH GUIANA Cayenne
GHANA Accra
GEORGIA Tbilisi
GERMANY Aschaffenburg/ Bad
Salzuflen/ Baden Baden/ Bautzen/
Beeskow/Bergisch Gladbach/ Berlin/
Boffzen/ Bonn/Bottrop/ Bruchsal/
Burgstädt/ Crailsheim/ Dortmund/
Dossenheim/Elterlein/ Erkrath/ Frankfurt/
Freiburg/ Fulda/ Gera/ Görlitz/ Hamburgo/
Holzgerlingen/Karlstadt/ Kehl/ Koblenz/
Kranichfeld/ Leverkusen/ Lichtenfels/
Löbnitz/Lübeck/ Mainz/ Meschede/
Múnich/Münster/ Nordhausen/ Nuremberg/
Offenburg/ Potsdam/ Radebeul/ Reutlingen/
Ronnenberg/ Schramberg/ Stuttgart/
Telgte/ Untergruppenbach/ Völklingen/
Vs-Schwenningen/ Waiblingen/Weinsberg/
Wiesbaden-Biebrich/ Würselen/ Zwethau
GHANA
GREECE Ática/ Athens/ Glifada/
Ioannina/ Kastoria/ Katerini/Kefalonia/Larisa/
Lefkada/ Nafpaktos/ Patra/ Rodes/ Serres/
Thessaloniki/ Trikala
GUADALOUPE (WEST

INDIES) Baie Mahault/ Saint Barthelemy
GUATEMALA Guatemala
HAITI Puerto Príncipe
HUNGARY Békéscsaba/ Budapest/
Debrecen/ Eger/ Gyöngyös/ Miskolc
ICELAND Reykjavik
INDONESIA Bandung/Jakarta/
Semarang/ South Jakarta/Surabaya
IRAQ Bagdag/ Erbil
IRAN Teheran
IRELAND Cork/ Dublin
ISRAEL Beersheva/ Bethlehem/ Bney
Brak/ Eilat/ Hadeera/ Haifa/ Jerusalem/
Nazareth/ Raanana/ Ramat Gan/ Rishon le
Zion/ Tel Aviv/ Upper Galily
ITALY Andria/ Bergamo/ Cassino/
Corsico/ Milan/ Montesilvano/ Roma/
Sassuolo
IVORY COAST Abidjan
JAPAN Osaka
JORDAN Amman
KAZAKHSTAN Almaty/Astana
KYRGYZ REPUBLIC Bishkek
KOSOVO Pristina
KUWAIT Safat
LATVIA Riga
LEBANON Beirut
LIBYA Benghazi/ Tripoli
LITTHUANIA Alytus
MACEDONIA Skopje
MALAYSIA Kolombong-Kota Kinabalu/
Kuala Lumpur/ Penang/ Petaling Jaya/
Seberang Prai Tengah
MALTA Birkirkara
MARTINIQUE (FRENCH
ANTILLAS) Le Lamentin
MAURITIUS Port Louis
MEXICO Ciudad de México
MOLDAVIA Chisinau
MONACO Monaco
MONGOLIA Ula Anbaatar
MONTENEGRO Podgorica
MOROCCO Casablanca/ Tangier
NEPAL Katmandu
NEDERLANDS Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Saint Maarten
NICARAGUA Managua
NORWAY Ålesund/ Bergen/ Drøbak/
Elverum/ Fagernes/ Fredrikstad/Gjøvik/
Gurskøy/ Hamar/ Kløfta/ Kopervik/
Lierskogen/ Lysaker/Molde/ Moss/ Narvik/
Nestuun/Oppdal /Oslo/ Sandefjord/
Sandnes/ Skien/ Stavanger/ Tiller/
Tønsberg/ Trondheim/
OMAN Muscat
PAKISTAN Lahore
PANAMA Panama City
PERU Lima/ Piura/ San Isidro
PHILIPPINES Manila
POLAND Bialystok/ Bielsko Biala/
Bydgoszcz/ Czestochowa/ Gliwice/ Gorzów
Wlkp/ Katowice/ Kalisz/Kielce/ Kolobrzeg/
Konin/ Kraków/Leszno/ Lodz/ Lublin/
Olsztyn/ Opole/ Ostrów Wlkp/ Poznan/
Radom/ Ryvnik/Rzeszów/ Sopot/ Szczecin/
Slupsk/ Tarnobrzeg/ Warszawa/ Wroclaw
PORTUGAL Bragança/Chaves/
Funchal/Lisboa/ Monçao/ Oporto/ Ponta
Delgada/ Praia da Vitória/ Viseu
PRINCIPALITY OF
ANDORRA
Andorra la Vella
PUERTO RICO San Juan/ Guaynabo
QATAR
REPUBLIC OF KENYA Nairobi
RUMANIA Brasov/ Bucarest/
Constanza/ Craiova/ Iasi/ Oradea/ Piatra
Neamt/Pitesti/ Ploiesti
RUSSIA Ekaterinburg/Grozny/
Irkutsk/ Kaliningrad/ Khabarovsk/ Khimki/
Krasnodar/ Krasnoyarsk/ Makhachkala/
Moscou/ Mytischi/ Nizhny Novgorod/
Novorosiysk/ Novosibirsk/ Pyatigorsk/
Rostov Na Donu/ Ryazan/ Sochi/ St.
Petersburg/ Stavropol/ Tyumen/ Vladivistok/
Volgograd
SAUDI ARABIA Al Ahsa/ Dammam/
Jeddah/ Riyadh/

SENEGAL Dakar
SERBIA Belgrade/ Novi Sad
SLOVAKIA Bratislava/ Kosice
SLOVENIA Ljubljana/ Maribor
SRI LANCA Colombo
SOUTH KOREA Busan/ Seo-Gu/Seul
SURINAME Paramaribo
SWEDEN Bromma/ Enköping/ Danderyd/
Göteborg/ Hässleholm/ Katrineholm/ Malmö/
Mölndal/ Nyköping/ Uddevalla
SWITZERLAND Arbon/ Aubonne/
Basilea/ Biel/ Crissier/ Delémont/ Geneva/
Grancia/Hägendorf/ Lausanne/Mendrisio/
Rothenburg/ Rüti b. Büren/ Sevelen/
Volketswil/ Yverdon-Les-Bains/ Zurich
TAIWAN Kaohsiung/ Tainan/ Taichung/
Taipei
THAILAND Bangkok/ Chiang Mai/
Pathumthanee/ Prachuabkirikun/Samutsakon
TUNISIA Gabes/ Hammam Sousse/
Hammamet/ Menzel Hayet/ Tunis/ Cedex/
Sfax/ Sousse
TURKEY Istambul
TURKMENISTAN Ashgabad
UKRAINE Chernivtsi/Dnipropetrovsk/
Donetsk/ Kharkiv/ Kiev/Kyiv/ Lugansk/Lusk/
Lviv/ Odessa/ Rivne/ Ternopil/
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Abu Dhabi/ Dubai
URUGUAY Montevideo/ Punta del Este
UZBEKISTAN Tashkent
VENEZUELA Caracas/ Valencia
VIETNAM Hanoi/ Ho Chi Minh City
YEMEN Sanaa
YIBUTI Djibouti

SPAIN

A CORUÑA
NEIRA Y ORTEGAL, S.L.
T: 981 326 532 - F: 981 324 951
NEIRA Y ORTEGAL, S.L.
T: 981 400 880 - F: 981 400 883
PEREZ DOMINGUEZ PUEBLA, S.L.
T: 981 830 214 - F: +981 279 431
SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR, S.L.
T: 981 279 431 - F: 981 279 431
SUMINISTROS VIA-MAR, S.L.
T: 981 772 190 - F: 981 774 257
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 509 270 - F: 981 819 334
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 897 595 - F: 981 530 901
PORCELANOSA
T: 981 569 230 - F: 981 569 230
ÁLAVA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 945 254 755 - F: 945 259 668
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 945 244 250 - F: 945 229 321
ALBACETE
OLIVARES MATERIALES DE
CONSTRUCCIÓN
T: 967 138 105 - F: 967 138 023
PORCELANOSA
T: 967 243 658 - F: 967 193 465
ALICANTE
AZULEJOS JAVEA
T: 965 791 036
ELDECO
T: 966 874 360 - F: 966 873 543
HIJOS DE JUAN RIBES
T: 965 730 419
NOVA RECAL
T: 965 786 034
SANEAMIENTOS COLÓN
T: 965 331 891 - F: 965 524 210
PORCELANOSA
T: 965 109 561 - F: 965 106 965
PORCELANOSA
T: 966 610 676 - F: 966 610 700
PORCELANOSA
T: 965 656 200 - F: 965 655 644
ALMERÍA
PORCELANOSA
T: 950 143 567- F: 950 142 067
PORCELANOSA
T: 950 325 575 - F: 950 338 651
ASTURIAS
PORCELANORTE S.L.

T: 984 396 462
PORCELANOSA
T: 985 791 526 - F: 985 985 963
ÁVILA
PAVIMARSA
T: 920 259 820 - F: 920 259 821
BADAJOZ
GALLERY CERAMIC
T: 924 229 144 - F: 924 229 143
JUBEL
T: 924 145 372
MUNDO OBRAS
T: 924 551 264 - F: 924 551 264
PORCELANOSA
T: 924 330 218 - F: 924 330 315
BARCELONA
AMARGANT
T: 937 671 416 - F: 937 627 488
AMARGANT
T: 937 600 112 - F: 937 600 411
ANTONI PONT
T: 938 228 088 - F: 938 250 786
ARQUIMATT MATERIALS I DECORACIÓ
T: 679 531 877
AZULEJOS SAN ANDRÉS
T: 933 455 102 - F: 933 461 015
BADALONA GRES
T: 93 395 03 11 - F: 93 465 07 58
COMERCIAL MAESTRO CANET
T: 938 466 568 - F: 938 409 216
COMERCIAL SOLSAN
T: 938 648 125 - F: 938 649 617
COMERCIAL STC
T: 31 593 137- F: 931 615 015
CONSAN
T: 938 320 669 - F: 938 320 669
CORRETJA
T: 938 854 261 - F: 938 894 733
FERRET I CASULLERAS
T: 93 890 14 19 - 93 817 03 53
GARRO
T: 936 545 952 - F: 938 400 620
HIJO DE FERNANDO ROCA
T: 936 681 434 - F: 936 801 458
J. RIERA MAGATZEM CONSTRUCCIÓ
JOAN DOT
T: 938 504 646 - F: 938 504 286
JODUL
T: 938 800 800 - T: 938 126 054
LOFT CUINA
T: 934 743 793 - F: 934 741 305
MA-CO
T: 938 954 141 - F: 938 954 142
MARESME GRES
T: 931 615 015
MATERIALS CASSERRES
T: 938 213 770
ORMAT
T: 937 591 139 - F: 937 502 076
PLANELL
T: 938 698 750 - F: 938 600 181
PLANELL
T: 938 060 240 - F: 938 060 239
ROSA JORDANA RABETLLAT
T: 937 903 089 - F: 937 903 089
SUMCO
T: 938 933 066 - F: 938 936 004
PORCELANOSA
T: 932 642 500 - F: 932 007 036
BURGOS
BIGMAT FONTECHA
T: 947 485 153 - F: 947 483 941
GRUPO DISMAR DUERO
T: 947 513 281 - F: 947 513 349
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 947 323 351 - F: 947 314 589
CÁCERES
BIGMAT CAYUELA
T: 927 515 198 - F: 927 147 266
BIGMAT TEJEDA
T: 924 41 0155 - F: 924 410 591
GEMAT
T: 927430597
GEMAT
T: 927316828
MAGERVYSA
T: 927 535 234 - F: 927 535 575
PORCELANOSA
T: 927 236 337 - F: 927 236 205

CÁDIZ
ALMECOR
T: 956 120 776 - F: 956 120 776
AZULGRIF
T: 956 730 687 - F: 956 730 911
DOCURRI
T: 956 462 263 - F: 956 462 623
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 635 282 - F: 956 635 285
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 540 084 - F: 956 872 464
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 187 160 - F: 956 302 904
PORCELANOSA
T: 956 592 360 - F: 956 884 677
CANTABRIA
PORCELANOSA
T: 942 352 510 - F: 942 352 638
PORCELANOSA
T: 942 835 026 - F: 942 881 787
CASTELLÓN
BUTECH BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
T: 964 536 200 - F: 964 530 034
GAMA-DECOR
T: 964 506 850 - F: 964 506 596
L’ANTIC COLONIAL
T: 964 534 545 - F: 964 527 130
NOKEN DESIGN
T: 964 506 450 - F: 964 506 790
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 507 100 - T: 964 507 106
PORCELANOSA GRUPO
T: 964 507 140 - F: 964 507 147
SYSTEM-POOL
T: 964 506 464 - F: 964 506 481
URBATEK
T: 964 525 200 - F: 964 527 900
VENIS
T: 964 507 700 - F: 964 507 719
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 239 162 - F: 964 238 930
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 506 800 - F: 964 525 418
PORCELANOSA
T: 964 400 944 - F: 964 400 650
CEUTA
BAEZA
T: 956 511 312 - F: 956 511 309
CIUDAD REAL
PORCELANOSA
T: 926 251 730 - F: 926 255 741
CÓRDOBA
ACAIÑAS CABRERA
T: 957 772 999 - F: 957 131 170
ALMACENES MANOLIN Y LUIS S.L.
T: 957 65 15 09 - F: 957 65 32 53
AUDOS CERÁMICAS, S.L.
T: 957 516 572
COMERCIO DE MATERIAL DE
CONSTRUCCIÓN Y TRANSPORTES
T: 957 372 775 - F: 957 372 775
HORMIGONES SANFRANCISCO S.L.
T: 957 140 181
JUAN PRIETO E HIJOS
T: 957 177 693 - F: 957 177 335
SANEAMIENTO Y REVESTIMIENTO JULIO
T: 957 540 943
PORCELANOSA
T: 957 760 024 - F: 957 760 123
CUENCA
ALMACENES PAÑOS
T: 967 498 000 - F: 967 498 000
MATERIALES DE CONSTRUCCIÓN
MARTÍNEZ ORTEGA
T: 969 380 708 - F: 969 380 708
VICENTE DE LOS RIOS
T: 969 321 323 - F: 969 321 334
VICOSAZ
T: 969 233 200 - F: 969 234 475
GIRONA
ARC ARBUCIES CERAMIQUES
T: 972 162 364 - F: 972 860 954
BRECOR SL
T: 972 336 062 - F: 972 358 482
CARMONA
T: 972 372 710 - F: 972 349 763
FERRER CERVIÀ
T: 972 173 442 - F: 972 173 456
FRIAS MATERIALS

T: 972 670 073 - F: 972 673 071
FULCARA BRUGUE XAVIER
T: 972 234 591 - F: 972 402 284
GINESTA
T: 972 320 529 - F: 972 321 616
GIROP
T: 972 393 200 - F: 972 393 071
MATERIALES CREIXELL
T: 972 300 628 - F: 972 610 772
MERCAMAT
T: 972 612 027 - F: 972 302 146
OLIVERAS
T: 972 594 131 - F: 972 594 552
OLIVERAS
T: 972 672 259 - F: 972 672 255
OLIVERAS
T: 972 694 704 - F: 972 693 003
OLIVERAS
T: 972 468 119 - F: 972 468 123
SERVIMAT INICIATIVES
T: 972 780 524 - F: 972 780 827
TG NOVA ARQUITECTURA
T: 972 312 250 - F: 972 312 249
GRANADA
TECMACER
T: 958 253 081 - F: 958 183 367
GUIPÚZCOA
JORGE FERNÁNDEZ
T: 943 376 966 - F: 943 376 841
HUELVA
PORCELANOSA
T: 959 543 600 - F: 959 237 951
HUESCA
AINSA - COMERCIAL CAMPODARVE
T: 974 500 267 - F: 974 500 865
BERGES CENTRO COMERCIAL
T: 974 471 439 - F: 974 471 439
PORCELANOSA
T: 974 242 738 - F: 974 242 676
ILLES BALEARS
MACODOR
T: 971 658 210
MAGATZEM SES FORQUES
T: 971 662 114 - F: 971 662 816
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 507 650 - F: 971 507 656
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 554 502
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 430 667 - F: 971 297 094
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 317 292 - F: 971 317 293
PORCELANOSA
T: 971 630 219
JAÉN
GRUPO PEREA MORANTE S.L.
T: 953 424 565
HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ
T: 953 693 423 - F: 953 693 444
HERNÁNDEZ GÁMEZ
T: 953 795 168 - F: 953 795 168
MAT.CONST. Y SANEAMIENTOS HIJOS
MARTÍN SÁNCHEZ
T: 953 454 167
PAVIMENTOS AZUGRISA
T: 953 582 963
VIFERSAN
T: 953 391 413
PORCELANOSA
T: 953 280 757 - F: 953 284 035
LA RIOJA
RIOJACER
T: 941 286 021 - F: 941 202 271
LAS PALMAS
PORCELANAS Y PAVIMENTOS
CANARIOS
T: 928 472 949 - F: 928 472 944
LEÓN
Diseñarte Bierzo, S.L.
T: 987 455 870
PORCELANOSA
T: 987 801 570 - F: 987 801 475
LLEIDA
J. FARRÉ
T: 973 445 765 - F: 973 445 072
MATERIALS GERMANS MAURI
T: 973 232 139 - F: 973 247 943
MATERIALS JORDI VILAR
T: 973 482 077 - F: 973 482 373

MATERIALS PIRINEU
T: 973 351 850 - F: 973 353 410
PRETENSADOS RIBERA
T: 973 690 063 - F: 973 690 400
PRETENSADOS RIBERA
T: 973 641 460 - F: 973 642 271
PROMOCION DE PREFABRICADOS
SL PMP
T: 973 603 954 - F: 973 603 950
PROMOCION DE PREFABRICADOS
SL PMP
T: 687 542 944
PUJOL ELEMENTS
T: 973 202 350 - F: 973 203 113
TARREGA NOUMAG
T: 607 497 330
VISAMAT
T: 973 801 035
LUGO
ALMACENES BAHIA, S.L.
T: 982 140 957 - F: 982 132 065
ARIAS NADELA, S.L.
T: 982 245 725
ESTABLECIMIENTOS REY, S.L.
T: 982 592 071
SONIA GOMEZ GOMEZ
T: 982 44 12 49 - F: 982 44 03 31
MADRID
PORCELANOSA
T: 916 623 232 - F: 916 624 607
PORCELANOSA
T: 916 890 172 - F: 916 890 170
PORCELANOSA
T: 914 819 200 - F: 916 930 292
PORCELANOSA
T: 917 545 161 - F: 917 545 555
PORCELANOSA
T: 914 448 460 - F: 914 025 111
MÁLAGA
MARMOLERA RONDEÑA S.L.U.
T: 952 872 225
MATERIALES MUÑOZ PÉREZ S.L.
T: 952 507 879 - F: 952 504 760
PORCELANOSA
T: 952 241 375 - F: 952 240 092
PORCELANOSA
T: 952 826 868 - F: 952 822 880
MELILLA
FERRETERIA MODERNA E HIJOS, S.L.
T: 952 671 144 - F: 952 691 285
MURCIA
AZULEJOS ZAPATA PEÑALVER S.L.
T: 968 135 480 - F: 968 135 000
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 705 647 - F: 968 705 648
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 478 130 - F: 968 470 820
PORCELANOSA
T: 968 879 527 - F: 968 831 725
NAVARRA
CERÁMICAS CECILIO CHIVITE
T: 948 811 973 - F: 948 815 249
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 239 065 - F: 948 230 503
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 224 000 - F: 948 226 424
MONTEJO CERÁMICAS
T: 948 848 365 - F: 948 848 573
OURENSE
BLANCO QUINTAS
T: 988 391 114 - F: 988 250 413
JOSE R. PITEIRA, S.L.
T: 988 271 071 - F: 988 274 780
PALENCIA
CANTALAPIEDRA
T: 979 706 421 - F: 979 702 652
PONTEVEDRA
ALMACENES CANDA, S.L.
T: 986 780 184 - F: 986 782 301
ARCOLAR 2000, S.L.
T: 986 580 114 - F: 986 592 513
BLANCO QUINTAS
T: 986 288 041 - F: 986 486 316
PREFABRICADOS DENA, S.L.
T: 986 743 121 - F: 986 745 131
PREFABRICADOS DENA, S.L.
T: 986 702 041 - F: 986 733 415
SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES, S.L.
T: 986 702 041 - F: 986 702 080

SANEAMIENTOS ROSALES, S.L.
T: 986 228 806
SALAMANCA
PORCELANOSA
T: 923 243 811 - F: 923 123 414
SANTA CRUZ DE
TENERIFE
AFELSA
T: 922 461 112 - F: 922 461 166
AFELSA
T: 922 412 143 - F: 922 420 012
PORCELANAS Y PAVIMENTOS CANARIOS
T: 649 298 137
PORCELANAS Y PAVIMENTOS CANARIOS
T: 922 209 595 - F: 922 209 596
SEGOVIA
SEGOCER
T: 921 172 426 - F: 921 171 828
SEGOCER
T: 921 444 122
SEVILLA
HERNÁNDEZ CARBALLO
T: 955 800 473 - F: 955 801 439
PORCELANOSA
T: 954 260 540 - F: 954 528 681
PORCELANOSA
T: 954 152 792 - F: 954 153 188
SORIA
MC ODORICIO
T: 975 233 228 - F: 975 232 188
TARRAGONA
COMERCIAL LLAURADO
T: 977 400 387 - F: 977 400 052
COMERCIAL STC
T: 977 661 951
COMERCIAL STC
T: 977 312 502 - F: 977 317 211
CONSTRUCCIONS CIURO
T: 977 802 951 - F: 977 802 012
EXPOMAT ALCOVER
T: 977 760 476
MATERIALS GISBERT
T: 977 242 363
MATERIALS GISBERT
T: 977 500 306 - F: 977 501 550
MONSERRATE ESTIL CERAMIC
T: 977 364 900 - F: 977 364 953
RAMON MAGRIÑA BATALLA
T: 977 600 210 - F: 977 603 302
TINALEX ARTE
VIUDA DE ANTONIO FONT
T: 977 660 794 - F: 977 662 217
TERUEL
GARGÓN
T: 978 609 661 - F: 978 607 980
TOLEDO
PORCELANOSA
T: 925 232 402 - F: 925 232 406
VALENCIA
PORCELANOSA
T: 961 417 227 - F: 961 402 389
PORCELANOSA
T: 963 185 021 - F: 963 180 094
PORCELANOSA
T: 963 530 230 - F: 963 531 688
VALLADOLID
PORCELANOSA CANTALAPIEDRA
T: 983 217 010 - F: 983 200 921
VIZCAYA
BILBU
T: 946 731 158 - F: 946 733 265
BILBU
T: 944 218 625 - F: 944 218 879
BILBU
T: 944 113 018 - F: 944 128 637
ZAMORA
GONZALEZ Y GONZALEZ BERMAR S.L
T: 980 633 484 - F: 980 637 552
PAVIREMA, S.L.
T: 980 690 772
PORCELANOSA
T: 980 519 283 - F: 980 529 404
ZARAGOZA
PORCELANOSA
T: 876 269 500 - F: 876 269 389
PORCELANOSA
T: 976 930 800 - F: 976 930 603
PORCELANOSA
T: 976 403 131 - F: 976 300 094
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The newest home of design in London
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The old Commonwealth
Institute (a building whose
largest part was declared
to be of Cultural Heritage)
has been masterfully
refurbished by the studios
of Rem Koolhaas and John
Pawson, who managed
to harmonise the original
structure from the ’60s with
contemporary design.

The old Commonwealth Institute, built in the ’60s
in the district of Kensington, has become London’s new
Design Museum.
A refurbishment promoted by Terence Conran, who was
also the driver of the original project on the banks of the
Thames – a building which eventually proved too small to
house all the museum’s activities, but which from now on
will have a new role as the headquarters for Zaha Hadid
Architects, headed by Patrik Schumacher.
The Rem Koolhaas architecture studio (OMA) – with
Reinier de Graaf coordinating the project – and the studio
of architect and designer John Pawson joined up to tackle
the renovation of the new site. They created a quadrangular
space on three floors that converge in a light-filled interior
courtyard that was conceived by the well-known Spanish
designer Fernando Gutiérrez.
The 3,000 works in the collection, of which some
1,000 pieces are on permanent show, include subject
matters that focus on interaction among designers, makers
and users – an essential relationship that turns design into
a fundamental value for innovating the objects and spaces
that surround us in our everyday lives. The exhibition
encompasses pieces that range from the simplest objects
found in daily life to the most advanced architectural and
engineering projects, embracing interior design, fashion,
graphic design, audiovisual media and the evolution
of digital tools for general use.
“The Design Museum aims to become the Tate Modern
of design,” stated Deyan Sudjic, director of the new home
of world design and designers. /

Text: Marisa Santamaría. Photos: Luke Hayes. Philip Vile. Plans: OMA + Allies and Morrison.
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KITCHEN: EMOTIONS~ E7.60 ROBLE POLVO E3.60 GREY GLASS· FLOOR TILE: CONCEPT NATURAL 59,6X59,6 CM COLECCI6N HIGH-TECH · TAP: URBAN· LIGHTING: DADO
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XLight Premium Lush White Nature 120x120cm & 120x250cm
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WELCOME TO THE
CONTEMPORARY
ARCHITECTURE
THROUGH-BODY PORCELAIN TILES BY PORCELANOSA GROUP
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